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Department of Health and Human Services under contract, and is

distributed by the U. S. Department of Transportation in coo7-ration

with that agency; The opinions expressed are those of the contractor,
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of the U.S ; Department of Transportation or the U. S. Department of

Health and Human Services;
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FOREWORD

Human service agencies* do not desire to be in the insurance business,

the transportation business or the risk management business: These agencies

are primarily concerned with solving the problems facing our nation's human

resources: Human service agencies are concerned about seeing that our nation's

Citizens receive the necessary nutrition, health care; education; physical or

mental therapy or the adopted parents that they need. The only reason that

the human service agencies became involved in transportation is because it is

often necessary to take program beneficiaries to the services that the agencieS

provide or to take the services to the program beneficiaries' homes. For

example, the Veterans Administration can have a public health nurse or doctor

visit a veteran at home or it can help the veteran obtain transportation to

the local Veterans Administration clinic or hospital. Likewise; the senior

citizens' nutrition program cac take meals to the elderly or take the elderly

to a senior citizens' nutrition center to ea

Whenever an agency becomes involved in transportation; the agency then

becomes involved in risk management and insurance because transportation is

inherently subject to the risk of accidents which may inflict bodily injury

or accidental death Upon either program beneficiary or the general public:

This is especially true When agencies purchase vans and transport large loads

*Human service agency is a term used in this report to define either of

two types of organizations that are concerned with preserving and developing

our nation's human assets. These groups include (1) social service agencies

that are organized and Supported with public funds and (2) charitable insti-

tutions (a legal term) Which are supported by private contributions whether

for the benefit of their own members (such as churches and YMCAs) or for the

benefit of special groups (such as the Easter Seal Society; an orphanage; or

the American Red CroSS). Often such groups serve similar needs and similar;

if not the same; groups; sb for the purposes of this report; both groups are

aJdressed collectively as human service agencies.



of physically handicapped; elderly; young or mentally handitapped individuals

who are not able to use transportation vehicles in the conventional mariner.

The potential for injury is compounded if; for example, the vehicle stalls on

a railroad track and the passengers are in wheelchairs and are unable to

evacuate the vehicle. Another example is a vehicle that is stalled in cold

weather with elderly passengers who are unable to remain wa. m. In other

cases; the human service agencies may desire to use other transportation

options such as volunteers, part-time employees or full-time staff who use

their own private vehicles to transport the program beneficiaries. In still

other cases, agencies may find it more beneficial to use contractors or

vehicles owned by other agencies such as churches or community action agencies.

In the past the primary barrier to the use of these various transporta-

tion options has been the question of liability and insurance coverage: Un-

fortunately; many human service agencies were not familiar with either risk

malagement procedures or the procurement of insurance. When they approached

the insurance industry, the insurance industry was not familiar with all the

efforts human service agencies wanted to do. In addition, the rote human

service agencies are filling is changing rapidly, and the laws that traditionally

;

protected human service agencies from liability suits are rapidly being

overturned.

ThiS lack of experience on the part of both the agency and the insurance

industry; as well as the rapidly changing legal environment under which the

human service agencies and the insurance industry operate; created a great

gulf of uncertainty. In an effort to reduce this uncertainty; the insurance

industry developed rules and procedures which they perceiVed to reduce uncer-

tainty. In many cases these rules do not fit the human service situation.
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other cases; there was a wide variation in rates depending upon the assump-

tions the insurance underwriter Made in regard to the way the program way

operated: In other cases; the insurance underwriter or the agency were

simply unwilling to assume the risk they perteived

Many agencies felt that the insurance problems would go away if the

insurance industry was forced to provide coverage at low rates. They did not

realize that insurance does not reduce risk but only spreads the financial

consequences of large catastrophic icases. The insurance process allows an

organization to budget a predetermined amount each year for protection from

an occasional large loss. This process is relatively expensive with approx-

imately 64 percent of the Premium being used to pay for the losses and 36

percent being used for overhead including sales expense; billing, accounting,

underwriting and statistical research: The only true solutiOn to the human

service risk problem is a risk management program which fetuses on accident

avoidance; decreased litigation and alternative methods for coping with the

losses that do occur. Insurance is only one method of coping with the unavoid-

able losses. This manual is designed to educate human service agency manage-

ment about baSic risk management principles: Those indiViduals who view

insurance only as a legal requirement that must be met before vehicles can be

operated legally on the highway may become as impatient as the casual bridge

player who wants to play without the bother of learning the rules of the

game. More enlightened human service risk managers, hoWeVer, will realize

that accidental death and injury are caused by the way agency manager:. select

and train drivers, maintain vehicles; conduct acr:ident reviews, hold safety

meetings and select and equip vehicles; In addition, the cost of accidents

is affected by the rapport between the ransportation staff and the passengers
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who may be injured and the way managers coordinate insurance payments with

public benefit programs such as Medicaid, Developmental Disability Programs

and Veterans Administration benefits. Likewise, there are many different

methods of handling the financial consequences of accidents of which insur-

ance is only one technique. Lastly the cost of insurance coverage can be

managed by reducing the amount of uncertainty with which _the underwriter is

required to view the agency's insurance application. Thus, risk management

is truly an important management function which not only can prevent injury

and accidental death to the passengers; but also can reduce the cost of these

injuries and create many new transportation options for human service agen-

cies. It is an essential area which human service agency managers must

understand.

This manual and its companion documents should give the reader a good

understanding of basic risk management and insurance issues.

1. Driver Selection and Training for Human Service Agencies. This

manual describes those factors that should be considered in select-

ing and training drivers for human service agency programs avail-

able from The Office of Human Development Services.

2. Nevi nce Programs for Human Service Transportation Providers,

Technical Advisory No. 1, Washington, D.C.: _U.S. Department of
Health; Education and Welfare, August 1979. This manual describes

the new insurance programs developed by the insurance industry and

explains how human service agencies can use these new insurance

programs.

The Social. Service Insurance Dilemma: Problems) Analysis _and

Posed Solutions, Washington; D.C.: U.S. Department of Trans-

portation; March 1979. This report defines the human service
insurance problem and was the report thatoriginally scoped the

problem so that a work plan could be developed.
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CHAPTER I

LEGAL AND HUMANITARIAN OBLIGATIONS OF HUMAN SERVICE AGENCIES

INVOLVED IN TRANSPORTING CLIENTS

Purpose: This chapter illustrates the liability factora which create

the insurance and_risk management needs. -Since_the legal

liability is established by law; a summary of the relevant

concepts are presented. In many cases* agencieS could

.easily avoid legal responsibilities if it were not for the

humanitarian obligation to Servo the high risk Passenger.

Thus* this chapter presents the foundation upon_Whith the

entire legal and liability system is established.

IntroductiOn

During the last decade; the structure of public transportatiOn has changed

drastically. No longer is public transportation considered to be only the

public transit utility (city buses); it has been expanded to include the

special Ser-:ices transportation network. The human service network includes

voluntee:-s who operate their own vehicles; human service agencies that operate

vehicles using employee or volunteer drivers, contractors who provide services

to the human service agencies and staff employees who transport program bene-

ficiaries in their own vehicles. Human service agencies that provide transpor-

tation to clients include not only human service agencies that are funded

primarily by public funds; but also charitable institutions which are funded

primarily by private fui:1;*

*Human service organizations are those organizations that haVe as their

mission the provision of compassionate services needed by special target

groups. _Human Serviceagencies consist of both social service_agOncies

and charitable organizations. Social service agencies are publicly sup-

ported agencies which deliver a human service to their program beneficia7

rieS._ _This may include Head Start programs; sheltered workshoOS;_theals for

the elderly or services on Indian reservations; Charitable Organizations

are nonprofit organizations supported largely by private donation§ and which

deliver human services either to their members or to special groups. This

would include a wide range of programs* from Boy Scouts to United Cerebral

PalSy.
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These organizations provide transportation not because tney want t.o

become transportation companies; but because the traditional transportation

providers are unable to provide the special transportation services often

needed by the elderly, handicapped; low income and other "transportation dis-

advantaged" populations. Agencies are forced to find or provide transporta-

tion so that their program beneficiaries can take advantage of the social

programs which are the primary missions of the agencies. In general; these

social programs are designed to meet the special needs of certain population

groups. The primary concern of human service agencies is serving the special

needs of the clients or program beneficiaries:

Obligation of the Agency to the Client

When human service agencies provide transportation to clients; they incur

both a humanitarian and a legal obligation to protect the safety of the pas=

senger and the general public, When transportation is provided; there will be

accidents. The large number of vehicles on the road; mechanical failure;

driver error or Other causes all see to this The accidents may result in

bodily injury, accidental death or property damage not only to the passenger;

but also to the driver, other motorists and pedestrians.

Under the law, the driver; the driver's employer and the vehicle owner

are responsible for any accident they cause. The law is designed to force

these groups (the driveri the owner and the employer) to act responsibly to

ensure the safety of the passengers they transport. If they do not act respon-

sibly; courts will require that they reimburse the `injured for their injuries.

Thus; the burden of the loss is placed on the causer Of the accident rather

than on the innocent victim.

2



In the case of the agency or organizational provider, the humanitarian

obligation appears to be even greater than the legal obligation to the pas-

senger. This is logical because in the case of the human service agency; the

primary mission is one of humanitarian concern. The humanitarian obligation

is:

1. To provide a htunan service andi if deemed_ necessary, to provide

transportation so that the recipient of the human service can

obtain access to that service;

2. To- protect the safety of the passenger, the agency; the employees

and volunteers who use or provide transportation for the agency;

and

3. To make sure that all who are injured while_ participating in these

programs receive reparation for their injuries.

Thus, the humanitarian obligation is based on individual client needs and

supercedes the legal obligaticin of who is at fault, contributorY negligence,

avoiding activities that might create a risk and other maneuvers that might be

used by an organization which does not have the humanitarian mission of pro-

viding human service programs to their clients.

(This manual is somewhat different from the traditional risk management

manual in that it is designed not only to define carefully the agency's legal

obligations and to present measures for handling the legal risks; but also

suggests ways for controlling risks under the presumption that the humanitarian

goals of the agency are the most important.)

The remainder of Chapter I describes how the courts decide whti is respon-

Sible for paying the injured. A reader who is familiar with the legal system

may go to Chapter II.

3
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N_.1._igence

Although the hUMAnitarian obligation supercedes the legal obligation;

understanding the agency's legal obligation is important in order to realize

the potential for losses that exists when transportation is provided to the

agency's clients. when there is an accident involving a human service agency

vehicle and the accident results in losses, whether personal injuries or

property damage; there will be an attempt to place responsibility for causing

the accident (and the responsibility for reparation) either upon the driver of

the agency vehicle (and; therefore; upon the agency) or upon any other vehicle

involved; The basis for placing liability or responsibility for an accident

will depend upon the legal concept of negligence. When one person (the driver;

for example) causes injuries to anOther; although the person's actions were

not intentional; the person can be held liable if the person was negligent.

Under many circumstances; organizations (such as the employer) also can be

held liable. The most common situation is having responsibility placed upon

the employer of the negligent driVer.

Negligence is a legal conclusion ordinarily based upon the presence of

the elements set out in Figure I-1. Stated very simply, an individual or

agency may be deemed to have been negligent:

1. When there is presence of legal duty or obligation to perform to a

certain standard of conduct to protect others against unreasonable

risk;

2. When there is a failure to perform to that standard (breach of

duty);

3. When the failure to perform is so closely related to the
_

resulting_ injury that it can be said to have caused it or to have

been its "proximate cause ;" and

4. When loss-6S; whether personal injuries or property damage;

result from the conduct.



Duty Owed

(responsible conduct

standard required

by law)

1

Breach of Duty Owed

(irresponsible

behavior)

.11..,,NINMOOIONMONN=ffimmomMMII

Breach of Duty

Causes Accident

(iriesponsibility

causes accident)

FIGURE 1-1

ELEMENTS OF NEGLIGENCE

Damages Re§ult

from Breach of Duty

(injury or financial

loss occurs because

of irresponsible

action)
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If these elements are present in any given situation, a prima facie case of

negligent conduct will be established. However, liability may not be imposed

if the negligent party has valid defenses or if the right to sue has been

removed by law:

Presence of Le al Duty. In general, duty of care (level of responsible

conduct) is imposed on all human activities. Specifically, drivers of auto-

mobiles or motor vehicles are held to a duty (responsibility) to exercise

reasonable care against creating unreasonable risks of injuries to other

persons. For example, they have a duty co maintain a careful lookout; they

have a duty to maintain safe rates of speed, they have a duty to maintain a

clear and safe distance between their vehicles and other vehicles they may be

following; and they have a duty to keep their motor vehicles under control.

Under some circumstances, a duty to exercise reasonable care can be modified.

For example, one who offers to carry the general public in a motor vehicle for

compensation is defined as a common carrier. The courts have imposed the

"highest duty of care" upon common carriers for the safety of their passengers.

On the other hand, many states have what are called "guest statutes" (which

will be explained in more detail later) which may modify the duty of care owed

to a gratuitous guest, such as a hitchhiker, by requiring the driver only to

refrain from "gross or wanton and willful misconduct."

Breach of Duty. The importance of the degree of care required becomes

more apparent when the second element of negligence is considered--breach of

duty. Very generally, when a person's conduct falls short of that level of

care required, a breach of duty has occurred. Ordinarily; proof of a breach

of duty is a twofold process. First, it must be shown what, in fact, happened.



Second; it must be shown from these facts that the defendant acted unreason-

abl .

Proof of breach of duty is a question for the "trier of facts" (the

jury or, if a nonjury trial; the judge):

Causation. The thiid element of establiShing negligence is establighing

causation; that is, establishing whether the breach of duty (irresponsible

action) c Ised the injury:

1iiii-Ak- Damages are an essential element of an injured's prima facie

case for negligence Actual damages, either personal injuries or property

damage, must be shown in a negligence action: If the irresponsible action

caused no losses then there is no basis for recovery of losses.

The damageS to he recovered depend upon the type of injury_ In a

personal injury case where the person actually was hurt physically; the courts

hold that the injured iS to be compensated for all damages (past; present and

prospective), both specific and general. These damages include fair and

adequate compensation for medical expenses and lost earnings; plus amounts for

pain and suffering together with compensation fer impaired future earning

capacity. The courts also may allow an award for permanent disfigurement;

mental anguish and inconvenience:

Oh the other hand; if property also has been damaged, the measure of

damage depends upon the severity of damage: For example; the amount of prop-

erty daMage iS the reasonable cost Of repair: However, if the property has

been alMOSt or completely destroyed; the measure of damages is the fair market

value at the time of the accident. Under most circumstances; there are certain

items of damage that are nonrecoverable. Fiat example; interest from the date

of daMage in personal injury accidents is not recoverable. Attorney fees are

7



not recoverable, and punitive damages (damages to punish the negligent party)

are not recoverable unless the defendant's conduct has been grossly negligent

(irresponsible).

Moreover; in all cases, the injured party has a duty to seek appropriate

treatment to effect a cure or healing and to prevent aggravation of injury.

Defenses to Negligence

Contributory Nee Even if the four elements of negligence have

been established; liability still will not be imposed if there exists a valid

defense; Perhaps the defense most often utilized is the defense of contribu-

tory negligence. A brief example might be sufficient to demonstrate how thiS

doctrine works. Figure 1-2 is a diagram showing an accident occurring at an

intersection. Vehicle 1 was proceeding through an intersection where there

was a stop sign. Assume vehicle 1 failed to stop at the stop sign. Vehicle 2

did not have a stop sign at the intersection; therefore, vehicle 2 had the

right of way. This would be a fairly clear-cut case of liability against

vehicle 1.

However, assume further that vehicle 2 was exceeding the speed limit;

therefore, the driver of vehicle 2 could be said to have been negligent also.

The accident would not have taken place in all probability if vehicle I had

stopped at the intersection, but the fact that vehicle 2 was exceeding the

speed limit also would render the driver of vehicle 2 negligent. The doctrine

f contributory negligence would say that the driver of vehicle 2 would not be

allowed to recover any damages by virtue of the fact that the driver was

contributorily negligent. This would be true even if the degree of negligence

for the driver of vehicle 2 was much less than the negligence of the driver of

vehicle 1.

8



FIGURE 1-2

DIAGRAM OF AN ACCIDENT
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On the other hand, passengers in vehicle 2 would nt.t. be barred from

recovering from the driver of vehicle i just because the driver of vehicle 2.

vas contributorily negligent. Contributory negligence has been modified in

its effect in many states that have adopted comparative negligence statutes

which would reduce the reccvery of the contributorily negligent party by the

percentage of negligence appicabIe to him. In this example, if the driver of

vehicle 2 was found to be negligent by 25 percent, he would only recover 75

percent of his losses.

Historical Developments

The concept of negligence is a relatively recent phenomenon in the law.

It began in the United States in 3.853 as a result of a case in Massachusetts.

The availability of liability insurznce has had a significant impact upon the

law of negligence, because traditional theories that have been utilized as

defenses to reduce the standard of care are being abandoned by the courts.

Several legal trends are becoming very important to human service agencies.

The Doctrine of Charitable Immunity. The doctrine of charitable immunity

was first recognized by the courts of England and was introduced into the

United States by the 1876 Massachusetts Supreme Court decision of McDonald v.

Massachusetts General Hospital, 120 Mass. 432,21 A. Rep. 529 (1876). Since

1876, nearly all states have either accepted or rejected the doctrine. The

doctrine, as adopted in the United States, held that charities were immune

from suit for negligence under varying theories. For example, if a person who

received a meal and a pair of shoes from the Salvation Army got sick from the

food or blisters from the shoes, that person could not sue.

10



This doctrine was very popular during the early part of the 20th century;

but in recent years the doctrine has lost its nopularity with the courts for

several reasons. One reason is that many charitable organizations, such as

br;spital.;; have taken on t.':e characteristics of regular commercial enterprises.

More often th.a.- not, the existence of libility insurance removes the need for

charities to have any form of immunity from suit. Additionafl.y, courts recently

have demonstrated a great reluctance to apply a doctrine that would result in

an injured person being denied recovery:

The charitable immunity doctrine new har been rejected by a majority of

effect.courts or has been Iimitea dr:sticolty in effect. In some states; the doctrine

prevents the assets of a charity from beihg used to satisfy a judgment but

does not provide any defense for or immunity ftoM the suit. It has been

Stated that the reasons for the existence of Lh-f2 doctrine are no longer

ing anJ that the arguments in favor of charitable immunity are not persuasive.

As a result, the charitable imm nity doctrine has been abolished in a majority

.

of jurisdictions previously recognizing . The trend of abolishment of the

cLuctrine of charitable immunity increases risk imposed upon private nonprofit

agen7ies because they no longer have the protection from suit that they would

have had when this doctrine was in force. cohequ-edtly, steps have had to be

taken I. order to protect the assets of the charitable organization. The

purchase of liability insurance and the termination of many programs which

invoi"e a nigh degree of risks; like transportation programs, are examples of

steps that have been undertaken.

Government Immunity. Arising out of common Iaw; the doctrine of govern-

mental immunity has strong support in history based upon the early concept

11



that "the king can do no wrong." As adWed in the United Statesi the concept

is basically that states and the federal government cannot be sued unless they

have consented to be sued. Mr. Justice Holmes in Kawananakoa v. Poly Blank

(1907) 205 U.S. 349, 353 stated that:

. . . a sovereign iS ekempted from suit not because of any formal
conception or absolute_ theory, but on the logical and practical
ground that there can be_hO legal -right as against the authority
that makes the law on which the right depends:

Because the ability to sue the sovereign depends on concepts of consent,

the federal government; various states and local municipal governments have

enacted statutes which allow citizens to sue the government under specific

rules and guidelines. Moreover; the concept of sovereign immunity haS been

reexamined in many states and; in many instances; has been repudiated. For

example, as stated by the Illinois court in Molitor v. Kaneland Community UnIt

District No. 302, (1959) 18 Iii. 2d 11; 163 N.E. 2d 89:

. . we agree with the Supreme Court of Florida that in pre-

serving the sovereign immunity theory, courts have overlooked
the fact that the Revolutionary War was fought to abolish
that 'divine right of Kings' on which the theory is based.

The trend in the law is to allow a governmental agency or entity to be sued

for the negligence of its employees arising out of the operatiOn of a motor

vehicle. The passage of these statutes was encouraged by the availability and

use of liability insurance: Some court decisions held that, even if the

government had not consented to being sued by virtue of passing a statute, the

purchase of liability insurance implied a waiver of governmental immunity. See

Vendell v. SchoolDIstrict No. 26c, (1961) 360, p. 2d, 282.

The result of the trend to abOliSh governmental immunity has resulted in

an increased risk of lasuits being filed against governmental agencies. The
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effect on human service agenCieS, if they are connected in some form or fashion

With the government; is clear. They will no longer be able to rely upon the

defense of governmental immunity; and need liability insurance to protect the

assets of the agency from seizure where they are liable for an accident. As

With the abolishment of the doctrine of charitable immunity; many agencies may

cease to perform or provide services that entail risk.

Guest Statutes. At one point in time; a majority of states had statutes

(or authoritative judicial decisions) that limited the liability of a driver

of an automobile when the driver was carrying a gratuitous guest (hitchhiker

or human service agency client). Ordinarily the driver of an automobile has a

duty to exercise ordinary care to prevent injury to a passenger in the vehicle.

These statutes (and judicial decisions) modify that duty (responsibility) to

gratuitous passengers (individuals receiving a free ride when the driver does

not benefit from giving the passenger a ride) by lowering the standard of care

owed by the driver to that of slight care. The statutes vary in terms of the

exact standard of care established. For example, some statutes make recovery

in the event of an accident more difficult for the gratuitous guest. Thus;

persons providing the transportation (staff members carrying passengers in

their own vehicles or volunteek8 carrying clients) were protected from incurring

liability if they provided gratuitous transportation. Under all statutes, the

standard of care owed is correlated with status. FOr example, if the rider

is determined to be a mere guest, then the driver is responsible for exercising

Only slight care. On the other hand, if the rider is deemed "an invitee,"

Ordinary care is legally required. If a fare is paid, extreme care is required.

In recent years, there has been an increasing trend toward abolishing

guest statutes. This trend began with the California Supreme Court decision

13



of Brown v. Merlo, (1973) 8 Cal. Rptr. 3d 855, 106 C.R. 388, 506 P.2d 312,

which declared the California guest statute to be unconstitutional on the

grounds that it was overly broad and that it violated equal protection of the

law. Since the California Supreme Court decision in Brown, supra; guest

statutes have been in a state of flux with some cases upholding the consti-

tutionality of the guest statutes. However; there is no question but that the

guest statutes; once so important in terms of protecting drivers and employers)

from liability; have been weakened. As the guest statutes are invalidated,

the risk imposed on the human service providers of transportation increases.

Consequently; the human service agencies must provide liability insurance;

terminate the transportation services or contract for transportation services.

No-Fault Statutes. In recent years, many states have adopted no-fault

statutes which allow the recovery of first-party insurance benefits without

regard Lo fadlt (negligence). (The individual's own insurance policy will pay

for losses rather than requiring court action against the at -fault party.)

Usually; the statutes have a threshold level of damages below which no-fault

benefits will apply. Over and above the threshold level; traditional negli-

gence/fault concepts apply. For example, if a state has a $1;000 threshold

and the injuries amounted to more than $1,000; no-fault would not apply Some

states do not put a dollar value on the threshold level; the threshold depends

on concepts such as "permanent disfigurement." The impact of the no-fault

statutes on human service vehicles is uncertain since some states treat "commer-

cial" vehicles differently from private autos. Therefore; in states where

human service transportation vehicles are considered to be commercial vehicles;

full liability would fall on the human service vehicle.

14
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aftyFtgulations; In recent yearsi there has been an increasing trend

of imposing safety regulations on vehiclesj such as those carrying the handi-

capped. To the extent that special regulations exist, the regulations estabIisl:

a duty of care owed: Consequently; failure to have the necessary equipment or

trained drivers may result in a breach of duty. To the extent the breach of

dUty caused an accident which -esults in damagesj the agencies providing the

transportation will be liable; The trend of legislatively expanding the range

of services that the agency must provide (such as the Section 504 regulations

requiring service to the elderly and handicapped) increases the exposure to

risk when providing this transportation. This is especially true for for-hire

carriers; Whith are required to exercise the highest standard Of care in serving

those persons the carriers are required to serve.

Gthe_r_Parties Having a Duty to the Passengers of Human Service Vehicles

Employers. Under certain circumstances; the employer of the vehicle

driver will be liable along with the driver for damages resulting from the

driver's negligence. This is the concept of respondeat superior, which states

basically that the employer must stand liable for damages caused by the negli-

gence of employees while the employees were acting within the scope of employ-

ment. This concept makes the agency liable for accidents caused by the fault

of employees.

Vehicle's Owner/Lessor. The owner or lessor of a vehicle also may be

held liable for damages if the vehicle was defective and if the owner or

lessor was negligent in some form or fashion. Also; some states have statutes

Which require the owner of the vehicle to be liable if the negligent driVer is

using the vehicle with permission.
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Haintenaace Personnel. Those parties performing maintenance services on

the vehicle may be liable for negligence in performing the duties with which

they are entrusted. For examplei assume that a mechanic was supposed to

service the brakes on a vehicle; but was negligent, and the brakes failed;

resulting in an accident. Both the mechanic and, on the basis of respondeat

superio-, the mechanic's employer would be liable if the brake failure caused

an accident. On the other hand; if the mechanic correctly installed a part in

the motor vehicle which later proved defective and an accident resulted; the

distributor and manufacturer of the defettiVe part may be liable under the

doctrine of products liability. HoweVer; it must be shown that the defective

part was a prox:late cause of the accident.

Vehicle Supplier. Under many situations; the supplier and/or the manu-

facturer of a Vehicle may be liable if the vehicle is in some way defective

and if the defective condition results in an accident or an injury. For

ample; in recent years the manufacturer of one automobile has been sued because

of a design which placed the gasoline tank in a position Which increased the

risk of serious injury to passengers in case of a rear-end collision.

Governmental Entities

Each time an individual performs a function; whether it be providing

transportationi owning the vehicles providing the transportation; maintaining

the vehicles supplying transportation; manufacturing the Vehicles providing

transportation; or performing any other activity related to it, the individual

becomes liable to ensure that the function is performed in such a way as to

avoid injury to the users of the service.
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Under some situations; governmental entities may also be liable when

there is an accident and the accident is caused; for example; by reason of

defective conditions of the roadway or failure to maintain traffic control

devices: The doctrine of governmental immunity; although substantially en-

coded; may still protect some governmental entities from liability suits.

Allocation of LotaeS-fot-esjigence

Equally as important as legal defense against being held negligent i

question of who pays for the losses when there has been an accident.

The Collateral Sources Rule: The collateral sources rule allows a person

who has been injured and who has received compenSation from a source indepen-

dent of the tortfeaSOr (negligent party) to obtain a second or even perhaps a

third recovery for the same losses resulting from the accident. Damages which

the court requires the tortfeasor to pay are not reduced by virtue of compensa-

tion paid from an independent source; such as hospitalization insurance. For

instance; if a person is injured in an automobile accident in which another

party is at fault and the injured person has personal medical insurance; the

injured person can press suit against the at-fault party and be "reimbursed"

by the tortfeasor'S insurance for the cost of the hoSpital and doctor bills;

d-spite the fact that the injured party's own insurance company has already

fully covered these expenses. In effect; the injured party receives a windfall.

One court discussed the rationale for this rule:

If there must be d_Witidfall;certainly it is more just that the

injured party shall profit therefrom; rather than the wrongdoer

shall be relieved of his full responsibility of wrongdoing: The

best interests of_tdCiety as well as the purposeS Of the parties

are likely to be'better served if the injured person benefits

rather than the wrongdoer benefiting. Grayson V. Williams

(C.A. 10 Wis.) 256 F. 2d 61.
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For human services agencies government may be providing a series of

benefits for the injured party (such as medicaid; medicare; veteran's bene-

fits, disability insurance under the Social Security Administration and other

gratuitous benefits) while at the same time it provides funding for trans-

portation which, as a necessary component, must include liability insurance;

The collateral sources rule can be extremely wasteful since the government may

pay for the same injury more than one time.

Figure 1-3 demonstrates how this concept arises. Assume that an auto-

mobile accident has occurred in which the human service vehicle driver was

fault and that the passengers are eligible for medicaid benefits. Consequently,

the hospital bills that were incurred as a result of this accident would be

paid in the first instance by medicaid. Once the extent and degree of injuries

have been determined; the injured parties will attempt to negotiate a settlement

with the insurance company providing liability insurance on the at-fault human

service vehicle. A necessary component of this settlement would be a sufficient

amount of money to pay the hospital bills; which already have been paid by

medicaid. Additionally; payment may be made for permanent disability or

disfigurement. The injured party may then be eligible for disability benefits

from the Social Security Administration because of the permanent disabilities.

Consequently; the injured parties may be paid by the government several times

for the same injuries. Government paid for the medicaid benefits and paid for

the insurance on the human service vehicle. The human service vehicle liability

insurance is bound to increase as a result of making payment on this accident

and the government will have to pay for the increase.
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Medidaid Benefits
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Administration
Human Servi.:e Agency

First Party
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FIGURE 1-3

COLLATERAL SOURCES
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There have been an increasing number of exceptions to the collateral

sources rule. Fot example, many no-fault statutes make government benefits

primary. That isi government benefits will be paid before the no -fault bene-

fits (which usually are provided by private insurance companies) will be

available. An effective risk management program for human service agencies

must address coordination of benefits; so that program bencficiarieS will not

be paid several times fdt the same accident;

Subragation; Subrogation is a concept which allows an insurance company

to pay its policyholders for their losses without regard to fault and then "to

stand in the shoes" of the injured party in order to be reimbursed from any

eventual tort settlement or reward from the guilty party. This concept may be

a matter of contract between the injured party and the injured party's insurance

carrier, or it may be based upon principles of equity. The basic concept

allows an insurance company which has paid for an injury to be reimbursed out

of the proceeds of a lawsuit or settlement frOM the at-fault party: If subroga-

tion is in effect; then there will be no duplication of recovery because the

insurance companies paying in the first instance will be reimbursed; The

collateral source!-: rule is important if subrogation is going to be effective;

and it is a major argument used to justify retaining it. However; the presence

Of the right of subrogation is usually the exception and not the rule. If

governmental benefits are involved; human service agencies should be aware of

the possibility of subrogation rights exercised by government; Usually; if

Veteran's Administration benefits or medicaid benefits are involved; the

agency should be particularly concerned. Although the rules governing subro-

gate and collateral sources are slightly different in each state; the same

general principles hold;
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Sununa ry

The human service agency haS a htimanitarian duty; which includes hell:di-g

those who need access to human service programs; protectin; the client; employees;

volunteers and the general public frOM accident; and reimbursing the injured

for their losses when an accident unfortunately does occur. It also has a

legal duty. Legal duties can be reduCed substantially by not providing transpor-

tation service; by developing strategies to avoid legal liability in case of

an accident or 71y contracting for transportation and other services. Because

these strategies conflict with the agency's humanitarian obligation; the

agency is left with having to develop strategies to reduce risk through better

management and to develop more effettiVe mechanisms for handling uncontrollable

financial losses. Thus; this report is designed to help a human service

agency identify and evaluate its ri§kS; to plan for more effective accident

prevention programs; to coordinate its reparation procedures and; in essence;

to lower the cost of providing essential transportation services:
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CHAPTER II

RISK AND THE HUMAN SERVICE AGENCY

Purpose: This chapter presents the basic vocabulary and concepts
used by risk managers: This information is fundamental
language and concepts which the risk manager must under-7-
stand in identifying and classifying risk factors.

The human service agency; like any other entity; faces a number of risks

which might influence the successful achievement of its mission. Some of

these risks come within the influence or control of the agency and thus can be

managed--others cannot. Before a human service agency can develop a formalized

risk management program; it is essential that risks be understood as to their

nature; classification; manageability and significance with respect to poten-

tial loss: Furthermore; it is important that the agency under-Stand that the

swine risk might be viewed quite differently by an insurance underwriter than

by the human service agency management.

Risks Defined

Because the word risk means different things to different people,

definition is appropriate at the outset. Risk has been described as uncertain-

ty concerning loss; but a more accurate definition is ". . . variations in

outcomes that may occur over a specific period of time for a given situn-

tion."* It is the emphasis on variations (i.e.; actual outcomes which differ

significantly from those expected) which is fundamental to this concept of

risk. Generally, the greater the variations; the greater the risk. Thus, to

Williams and Heins; Risk Management and Insurance, 3rd Editititi; New

YOtk: McGraw -Hill, 1976; p:3:
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the extent that the agency is uncertain as to the outcomes (or losSeS) that

may arise out of its operation; the agency is subject to risk. For example,

an individual trip may result in an eventful transportation of passenZetS or

in a catastrophic accident involving accidental death or injury.

WheneVer there are many possible outcomes to a particular set of cir-

cumstances and at least one of these outcomes is undesirable, risk is said to

exist. RiSk exists even though the agency may not be aware tnat undesirable

outcomes are possible. Once the existence of risk is realized, attention may

be diretted to doing something about it, namely developing a risk management

program.

As can be expected; a risk management program is justified only where the

undesirable outcome is likely to result in a foreseeable financial loss.* Not

all losses are subject to risk management treatment; however. As the general

rule, unless nonfinancial losses (such as emotional or esthetic losses) can be

Valued monetarily; they are excluded from risk management treatment. It

should be noted; however; that "pain and suffering" in connection with auto-

mobile bodily injuries regularly are given monetary value by civil courts,

thus they represent a significant potential loss exposure to an agency in the

operation of its motor vehicles.

Two extremes are worthy of notice in connection with potential losses due

to risk. If the loss in value is intentional (that is, if the result is

desired); it is not properly considered a risk becaUSe there is no uncertainty

concerning the outcome. On the other hand; if the Loss in value is certain to

*Financial loss occurs in any situation that results in a reduction

or disappearance of value due to a particular contingency. Although_there

is a risk that all passengers may suffer extensive embarrassment if three

people happen to wear the same dress; there is no financial loss:
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occur; it also does not entail any risk (uncertainty). For example; depre-

ci3tion in the value of the vehicle is certain and is taken into account yi-.:ar

by year as a definite and predictable loss; thus involving no risk. Finally;

if a particular loss cannot occur; there is no risk. (If the agency provides

no transportation; then there is no transportation risk.)

n risk management, as in other technical areas, terminology often repre-

sents a source of cOnfilSiOn. TerMs are often used carelessly (and incor-

rectly) in speaking of risk. TO avoid confusion, several terms are defined

below and are put into their proper perspective.

Peril. A peril is the actual cause of the loss, e.g., an automobile

at-cid-eta. or a fire. It is what sets in motion the chain of events which

Ultimately results in financial loss; but it is not the risk itself.

Chance of Loss. Chance of loss has to do with the probability that

perils will occur which may result in situations leading to loss: Knowing the

chance of loss is important in measuring risk. The chance of loss is measured

as the proportion of total outcomes over a stated period of time) which

result in a particular outcome (loss).

UnfOrtUnat-ely the chance of financial loss from various activities facing

a human service agency is not easy to measure before an accident occurs.

Moreover, even where efforts are made to measure the probability of various

risks, the validity of the probability estimate is influenced by subjectivity.

Even though insurance underwriters may have statistical and empirical informa-

tion about hdaidd service transportation losses; they may modify their evalua-

tions of the ChanCe of losses for particular programs which they subjectively



feel are more risky: What people think might happen is often much more signifi-

cant in determining attitudes toward risk than what the "numbers" may indicate

based upon previous experience or loss history. It is this subjective aspect

of risk appraisal which can create wide differenceS in insurance rates or an

agency's decision to self-insure. From a risk management point of view; this

kind of subjectivity leads to incorrect estimates of risk and hence inappropriate

acr-Ona in dealing with actual risks.

Hazard. Another term which is often confused with risk but that has a

precise meaning of its own is hazard. A hazard is a condition or situation

that creates a potential loss or increases the likelihood of a loss occurring

from a particular peril. Hazards generally are classified as physical, moral

or morale hazards.

A physical hazard refers to the physical conditionS which exist as a

potential source of loss. For example; a worn or damaged tire on a vehicle

and poor vehicle maintenance represent hazards which increase the likelihood

of vehicle accidents. Similarly; special hazards prevail where elderly or

disabled people are transported by human service agencies because they are

more fragile and subject to falls or injury. These haZarda might best be

dealt with through properly securing these high-risk clients within the vehicle

in order to anticipate and prevent injury losses.

A moral hazard, on the other hand, refers to the personal or subjective

Characteristics of individuals which may increase the probability of a loss.

Dishonest employees or untrainable drivers, whose personal characteristics

increase the probability of loss, are two such hazards;

Closely allied to this but somewhat different is the notion of morale

hazard. This alSo is based on personal characteristita which increase the
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likelihood of a loss. Norale hazards include such thihgS as indifference or

irresponsibilitv concerning valuable property or fragile passengers. A driver

who is careless because he does not own the vehicle or an employee who takes

undue chances because of the existence of insurance are good examples of this

problem.

Uncertainty. The term uncertainty is used to refer to personal doubt

concerning one's ability to predict outcomes. Even though a significant

amount of statistical evidence about losses and their likelihood may have been

amassed, not knowing how these might apply creates a conscious awareness of

risk WhiCh may be frustrating and even debilitating: For example; a volunteer

driver might be frustrated to the point of refusing to provide service because

of uncertainty about available insurance coverage.

Classification Sctheme_s_f_or_Risk

Before any effort can be made to apply modern risk management techniques

to agency riskSi it is essential to classify the risks which are prevalent and

to determine which are amenable to a risk management program: Distinctions-

are made between speculative and pure risks; personal, property and liability

risks; and manageable and unmanageable risks.

Speculative Risk. A speculative risk is one in which there exist the

possibilities of both loss or gain, i:e:, success or failure. This is gen-

erally known as a gambling risk. With respect to the human service agency

Operation, speculative risk would be found in the question of whether or not

the agency will be successful in the accomplishment of its mission. Any time

a ChanCe of success or failure exists, a speculative risk exists. Generally,

thiS type of risk is not suitable for the application of the insurance tech-

nique since any organization has speculative risk. This is true because the
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final outcome (losS or gain) may well be within the control of agency manage-

ment and/or may be effected by innumerable external forces Within society

itself.

Pure Risks. On the other hand pure risks are found in any situation in

which there is a chance of loss (injury) bUt no -chance of gain. Generally

speaking, pure risk is not voluntarily sought bUt arises out of operations or

activities which are performed for a purpose unrelated to the risk itself;

Pure risks generally lend themselves well to such risk management techniques

as insurance or loss prevention programs Pure riSkS can arise from a variety

Of activities which are inherent in the operation Of any human service agency;

Bodily injury; sickneSS; death and disability (lost wages) are personal

risks which always are present in any operation where people are invovled.

From the point of view of the agency's mission and its humanitarian obliga-

tions; these are generally the most serious risks.

Property owned by or used in the operation of the agency is subject to

physical loss or damage such as fire; collision Or vandalism. This represents

a second source of pure risk. Again risk management techniques such as transfer

(through insurance) or loss prevention are generally applicable.

Failure of Performance. Another category of risk; failure of performance

on the part of others; is present in any operation, is difficult to predict

and, therefore; is potentially a serious source of losses facing the agency.

The classic example here is liability fht bodily injury to clients or third

parties caused by a driver'S failure to exercise the required degree of care

in an agency vehicle. Another example would be theft of funds by a dishonest

employee or manager;
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Unmanageable Ris-ks. Another way to view risks has to do with manage-

ment's ability to control the risk and the resulting financial losseS. Those

risks which are generally classified as unmanageable have to do with acts of

nature or pure chant6=-6VentS which are not amenable to traditional loss

control techniques such as prevention, loss reduction or hazard reduction.

Losses due to bli22ardS; hurricanes, snowstorms; changes in funding leVelS;

and changing community acceptance of the programs often fall in these cater

gories.

Maria Manageable risks include that vast range of outcomes

and events which may result in financial loss and which can be avoided or

minimized if appropriate management action is taken. The term "manageable"

implies that thei-e! exists r wide range of pure risks which may result in

potential financial losses and which are amenable to a variety of risk manage-

ment actions such as driver selection and training, improved agency management;

insurance or adequate securemeni:. of lassengers within the v-ehitle It is in

thiS latter area of manageable risks that the full impact of a sound risk

management program has its greatest effect.

Risk Evaluation by the Insurance Industry

Insurance generally comes to mind first as a mear.; of dealing with pure;

manageable risks although it is not always the "best" solution. Although

insurance is frequently sought; it is not always available or affordable; thus

it represents a disparity between what an agency might desire as a lisk manage-

ment method and what the insurance industry might be willing to provide; This

disparity and, hence; potential source of dissatisfaction and criticism arises

all t,o often because of differences in appraisal or evaluation of a particular

risk by the insurance industry an.-.; by the agency. At this point it may be
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instructive to consider how an insurance underwriter (risk evaluator) might

view some of the traditional risks associated with human service agency transpor-

tation.

Conceptually it is the responsibility of the underwriter to accept only

those risks which conform to the risk characteristics inherent in the under-

writing rules and guidelines under which he operates and to reject those risks

which do not conform. The overall objective is to assign risks to reasonably

homogeneous classifications and to monitor statistically loss patterns or

ratios which closely conform to those predicted fon the reasonably homogeneous

classes of risks accepted. Thus, if the underwriter accepts risks that are

essentially similar and charges the premium statistically required to cover

the projected losses (and necessary overhead); the continued operation of the

insurance company and its ultimate profitability can be assured; The job of

the underwriter then begins with evaluation and measurement of loss potential

based upon historical loss experience where it exists or with estimates of

future loss based upon what is best described as underwriting "judgment." The

quality of the agency management; driver selection and training program and

employee morale are excellent predictors to the underwriter for evaluating a

particular transportation risk; A high driver turnover rate; for example;

indicates poor driver morale and is a good predictor that the agency is so

desperate for drivers that it will overlook selection criteria and probably

feels that it cannot afford proper training; Unless the agency can explain

another logic for a high turnover; the underwriter will be concerned.

A potential problem exists in attempting to classify risks when the

existing classification system is not appropriate to the risk. A new risk,

such as the human service agency transportation risk, might not fit into any
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existing category; Therefore; it may be subject to potential misclassifica-

tiOn with resulting over- or undercharging for the actual risk potential.

This explains why it was necessary to get new classifications for various

human service agency programs including volunteett; part-time employees and

agency -owned vehicles with employee and volunteer drivers: For a complete

discussion see New Insurance Programs for Human Service Agencies_ Technical

Advisory NO-1. In the final analysis; the insurance company must charge an

adequate premium to cover all expected losses; expenses associated with the

payment of these losses; overhead and a reasonable profit for the company.

Predicting loss ratios is fundamental to successful insurance rating; and the

necessary placement of risks in their proper classification is fundamental if

the insurance company is to stay in business.

To obtain a reasonable evaluation and to accurately measure potential

loss; the insurance indUStry uses a variety of sources of information includ-

ing data supplied by the potential insured in an application. The more accu-

rate and detailed such information, the less subjective the evaluation of the

risk ape the more accurately the insurance underwriter can preditt the real

cost of providing protection.* The insurance agent also is a vital source of

information about the risk because the agent is usually available at the local

level to appraise and to observe what is involved in the agency's operations.

One of the most important functions of the insurance agent is to convince the

insurance underwriter that the applicant is actually a much better risk than

others that would normally fit into the same group;

*Chapter VIII provides a form to use in providing the infOrMatitin

neened by the insurance underwriter to evaluate the human service risk.
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Insurance companies also resort to collateral investigative techniques to

determine risk characteristics. These may involve examination of operating

records, on-site inspection of maintenance; review of driver records and

inspection of vehicles Because these data are vital to the evaluation pro-

cess, there is a need for accumulation and availability of such vital informa=

tion at the human service agencY level in order to assist the insurance under-

writer in making an appropriate evaluation of the agency's risk:

Insurance companies also resort to statistical rating bureaus which are

central clearinglibliSeS of industry-wide statistical data and loss experience.

The Insurance Services Offite in New York is one of the largest of these

statistical rating bbreaUS and is charged with the responsibility for the

determination of the classification systems and underwriting guidelines

assist member companies in proper evaluation and establishment of premium

charges. This centrali2.ed accumulation and analysis of data provides a means

whereby precise evaluation and underwriting of risks is facilitated.

Whenever the insurance industry is asked to insure a new risk or category

of riSkS, the industry applies a general set of guidelines known as the require-

merits of an insurable risk First; it is Obvieus that not all risks can be

insured. Thus; wisdom dictates that only those risks which conform reasonably

Well to the requirements of being insurable can be considered for insurance.

*Most insurance companies work primarily with large groups of homogeneous

risks; However, a few companies, such as Lloyd's will insure_one7of-a-kind_

risks; such as a Singer's voice or a football player's legs; but the premium__

is very large to take tare Of the large cost of underwriting and the extensive

uncertainty of the risk.
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In order for any particular risk to be insurable; it must be part of a

large number of reasonably homogeneous or classifiable exposure units. The

large number of human service transportation programs provided by human service

Agencies meets the "large number" requitement; although the various programs

may not always be homogeneous.

Sie and nature of the potential losses must be definite, that is; diffi-

cult to counterfeit (to fake injury and treatment cost) in time and place.

The human service vehicle accident risk and its corresponding financial losses

appear to confOrM to this requirement.

The losses must be accidental, that is, beyond the control of the insured

and not certain to occur. The insurance company cannot insure intentional acts

such as arson or self-inflicted bodily injury. With respect to human service

agentV transportation; it should be obViOUS that management's control of

losSet through safety programs; including proper driver selection and training,

would be significant in conforming lOSSeS to the accidental requirement.

is also essential that an insurable risk be large--that it be of such

significant economic consequence that it cannot be borne easily by the human

service agency. Clearly the liability exposure for losses arising out of

negligent operations of the vehicle is such a potential loss. On the other

hand; deductibles frequently are used to reduce ftom overall loss experience;

and hence from premium cost, of those losses which are relatively common and

of low dollar Value such as paint scratches and small "fender benders" which

invariably occur in parking lots; The deductible or retention of these small

risks is the most practical means of dealing with these low value losses.

This is beneficial for the human service agency because the additional premium
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must pay for the cost of the claim, the overhead of settling the claim, and

the administrati)n of the insurance process.

The cost of providing the insurance must be economically feasible, that

is, it must be sold to the potential insured at a price which is reasonable

and affordable. If the potential loss is so large that high insurance premiums

make the coverage unattractive or unaffordable, then insurance is/not feasible

because it has priced itself out of the market. This was the problem encountered

.hen the first nuclear power plants wanted to buy liability insurance to cover

potential law suits in case of a leakage or malfunction.

The chance of loss also must be calculable, that is, subject to statis-

tical analysis upon which the insurance company can rely in establishing its

estimate of expected losses as a proper basis for setting rates. The insur-

ance industry requires that it have full and complete data on 1,069 accidents

before its statistics are considered valid.*

Finally; the risk should be free of catastrophic exposure, that is, it

should not be likely that a great number of risk items (agencies or vehicles)

will occur losses at the same time. The insurance industry does not want to

have all its risks or even a substantial portion of ,_hem concentrated to one

particular geographic area, such as hurricane exposure in Key West, Florida.

The key here is diversification of -'sks to prevent any one company from

incurring an inordinate amount of loss with one particular occurrence.

In attempting to apply these insurability characteristics to determine

the acceptability of a risk, the underwriter must seek to avoid any element of

*Since 3.8 percent of the accidents represented 48.6 percent of the
dollar losses, it is_necessary to make sure that catastrophic accidents
are adequately included. See the discussion in Chapter VI.
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adverse selection; Adverse selection is the tendency of those having a greater

than average probability of Incurring losses to seek insurance. For example;

a truck line with a good risk management program may self-insure while one

With a very poor accident record will be -uick to insure. This; of course, is

a judgment factor which aga:;.a relates to the insurance company's evaluation of

the risk and the quality of agency management. Once insurance is offered, the

company is saddled with having to pay for losses resulting from poor agency

management which results in increased potential for losses. On the other

hand, the underwriter may feel the agency has good management which increases

the quality of the risk and; therefore; might encourage the insurance company

to extend insurance protection at a lower more competitive rate. Typically,

the premium pricing policy is to accept a risk and then to provide incentives

for management to improve its risk management activities. Generally,

insurance pritite relies on what is generally called "edUCation through the

pocketbook." Poorly managed programs pay high rates. This provides an incen-

tive to imprOVe risk management techniques. Therefore, each time tb agency

procures insurance, the agency should try to convince the insuror that it has

implemenced risk management steps to justify lower rates. If the agency's

program is all talk, however; and if it does not reduce accidents, the company

probably will not be impressed the next time the agency brags of its efforts.

Management Control of Losses

Because insurance costs will be influenced by loss experience in the long

run, it might be well to consider ways in which human service agency management

might influence or control losses in the interest of reducing those costs.

the assumption that human service agency management inflUence over losses

could result in lOWet pteMiums; it would seem advisable that one individual
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within the agency be given responsibility for those activities or programs

which would be likely to minimize the financial impact of losses. Included in

the responsibilities of this employee should be the following:

1. The direction and coordination of overall loss control

activity; such as safety practices; driver selection and

training, vehicle maintenance; contracting procedures;

volunteer management and recruiting program;

The provision of specific guidelines and procedures for

implementation of the loss control program by management;
employees; volunteers and contractors;

The monitoring of all departments and_operations to

see that the basic procedures and guidelines are being

followed and are appropriate, including a formalized

program of written and oral feedback from persons involved

at the day-to-day operations level;

4. The investigation of all serious accidents and a written

report filed concerning the nature of the cause, results__

and any indications of supervisory problems leading to the

accident;

5. The development of a formalized syStem of accident and injury

reports implemented and maintained_for the purpose of statis-

tical analysis, improved saf2ty and managerial programs and
dissemination to insurance agentS for future use in setting

or modifying premium charges; and

6. The promotion of safety consciousness through safety meetings,

literature; bulletins and other safety-oriented activities

in the interest of control and reduction of potential losses

and their financial impact.*

In general, the insurance underwriter will look for indications of manage-

ment's attitude toward safety and loss control and management's ability to

*Just as an agency can benefit frOM having an attorney review its legal

documents and a CPA review its financial reports, the agency will benefit by

haVing a risk manager review its operatiOnt_to prevent accidents. Preventive

lat4,_preventive accounting and preventive risk management are far superior to

crisis management In small agencies, the agency manager may perform this

function, or the local government may offer a specialist who can assist many

different agencies;
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manage hazards in the day-to-day operations of the agency. Therefore; it is

both ptact!:t2a1 and ultimately economical for the agency to cooperate with the

insurance industry in the accumulatron and dissemination of information and

experience which would be helpful in risk evaluation and measurement: It also

is financially beneficial for the agency to maintain a strong program of loss

control in the interest of reducing the actual occurrence of losses as well as

reducing its insurance costs.

In summary; whenever unaffordable insurance rates or unavailability of

insurance are encountered; it is an indication that the underwriter feels that

the agency has an unusually high risk program with a lack of proper loss

control activity at the agency management level. When this occurs; two situa=

tions may exist:

1. The underwriter does not understand the risk and has either placed

the risk in the wrong classification or is concerned about the un-

certainty of thc risk.

The agencydoes_notunderstand effective risk management and is_not

managing the program to prevent needless accidents; injuries and

financial losses.
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CHAPTER III

RISKS INHERENT IN PROVIDING TRANSPORTATION

Purpose: This chapter exaMineS_the legal duty of the agency, the

risk manager and the driver(s) participatihg in human

service programs since the risk of liability suit (and

thus financial losS) occurs when one of theS6 groups is

negligent in perforMing their legal duty.

A passenger transportation program is perhaps one of the greatest risks

that a human service delivery agency will encounter. Property damage, hOS-

pital and medical costs; wage and future earnings losses, and general and

punitive damages may be incurred in the split second it takes for a traffit

accident to happen. An accident can occur during transit; while passengers

are boarding or exiting the vehicle and/or while passengers are being assisted

from home to vehicle.

There is the potential for very large losses because the average number of

passengers per human service vehicle is relatively high compared to the national

average of 1.5 persons per private Vehicle. Large loss accidents, while infre-

quent; compose a large percentage of the total dollar losses. For example; only

1:6 percent of all bodily injury claiMS under private automobile insurance poli-

cies were for $10;000 or more; yet they accounted for 19.5 percent of the total

dollars of insurance payments: Sixty-eight percent of all accidents are for

losses of $500 or less; these accidents account for only 14 percent of total

claim payments.

*A117Industry ResearchAdVisoryCouncil;
Automobile Injuries and their

Compensation the United States, Chicago: Alliance of American Insurors,

1979, p. 49.
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The property damage loss is small in comparison to bodily injury losses.

On the average, property damage loss equals only about 17 percent of bOdilY i

jury claims.--

The legal system does not encourage victims of a traffic accident to be

responsible for their own losses but encourages them to look at the at-fault

party to pay for all of she damages; The total loss to a human service agency

can be very large, especially when many passengers are involved, so agencies

depend on high limit insurance to protect themselves and their passengers in

case of catastrophic losses.

Agency liability can occur in many ways. Human service delivery organi-

zations, their boards and their administrators have a legal duty to those they

serve and to the general public. This duty; if not performed responsibly, can

make them liable for any losses which occur.

Duty of Agency

Board members, administrators and supervisors are subject to potential

liability both for decisions made and possibly for the failure to make a de-

cision. Board members and administrators of human service agencies have a

duty to:

1. Select and train a manager who will operate the organization
in a manner to ensure the safety of the program beneficiaries;

2. Provide equipment that is in good operating condition;

3. Make sure that all drivers and escorts are trained properly;

4. Discharge known incompetent employees or place them in areas
where they will not cause injury;

*Insurance Facts; 1978 Edition; Clew York: Insurance Information Institute,
1978; p. 51.
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5: Select drivers who are physically fit to drive without sub-

jecting passengers to undue risk;

6: Select drivers Who are emotionally fit to drive without sub-

jecting passengett to undue risk; ond

7. Provide proper maintenance procedures; faCilities and funds

to keep vehicleS in a safe condition.

Duty of Manager

The age-hey manager and staff members have a duty to supervise adequately

the agency's program. This implies that they are liable for failure to ensure

that transportation services are provided in a reasonably safe manner. To

avoid liability; agencies are required to have (1) drivers (voIunteerS; employees

or contractors) who are carefully selected; adequately trained and supervised;

(2) vehicles with proper safety equipment and which are maintained properly,

and (3) due care in the operation of transportation programs.

Duty of the- Driver

The driver has a duty to passengers (including program beneficiatieS

being assisted Outside the vehicle) and to the general public. TO fulfill

this duty to the passengers; the driver must use safe procedures to load and

unload passengers. Passengers should be required to use seat belts; child

restraint deviCes; wheelchair tie-downs or other restraining device§ in order

to be protected properly in case of an accident or sudden stop.

A restraining device will increase the chances Of a person surviving a

collision by 40 percent.*

In a recent accident involving a human service agency; two

people were killed; and a 23 year old has beteme a paraple-

gic: Although the accident was relatively LinSevere; the

*National Highway Traffic SafetyAdministration; Fatal Accident Reporting

sy.teiti; Washington; D.C.: U.S. Department of TransPettation, 1977; p. 41.
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passengers were not secured properly in the vehicle. The
The two fatalities had been sitting on folding_chairs._ The
23 year old was sitting on an "overturned 5 gallon bucket."
Not wanting to lose seating capacity in vehicles designed
With wheelchair spaces, some human service agencies have
used temporary seating_when wheelchairpassengers are not
being transported. This practice can be deadly.

The driver also should see that loose objects (such as pop bottles,

groceries; canes and crutches) in the vehicle are secured. The driver should

inspect the vehicle for any mechanical or other problems before its use. This

inspection should ensure that safety equipment is aboard and in good con-

dition. The driver is responsible for driving the vehicle so as to avoid any

preventable accident. Finally; in case of an emergency; the driver should

know how to assist and/or to obtain assistance to protect the passengers from

further injury The driver's duty to the passengers includes performing any

action that a responsible person would be expected to perform in order to

prevent harm occurring to the passengers: However; the driver's duty will be

governed by the "reasonable person" standard: The driver must at all times

exercise due care.

When providing assistance to clients outside of the vehicle, the driver

or attendant has a duty to provide proper assistance to those individuals with

special needs so that the program beneficiaries can adapt to the vehicle and

service that is being provided. The driver/attendant has a legal duty to

recognize the special needs of all individual program beneficiaries whom the

agency offers to serve. (If an agency indicates that it does not haul children

.

*As shown in Chapter I due care -is extreme care -for a common carrier such
as a transit authority or taxi, slight care for a volunteer and ordinary care
for an agency.
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or nonambulatory passengers, then it does not have a duty to know how to serve

their special needs.) If the agency "holds itself out" (offers) to serve them;

then the driver must be able to recognize their special needs and to respond

in a way to prevent injury. (The recent 504 regulations have made some

agencies legally responsible for serving groups that they had not previously

offered to serve.) Passenger assistance should be provided in a manner that

will not injure or upset the pattengets. The driver may be responsible for

4

seeing that the clients' home furnishings and belongings are undisturbed (not

dataged) and are secured (doors locked) when providing door - through -door

tetVit0.* Also; the driver/attendant has a duty to be able to offer emergency

assistance or to be able to obtain it in case of accident.

Finally; the driver has a duty to the general public to protect their

lives and property by driving the vehicle in a reasonably safe manner; as do

all drivers using the public roads and highways.

If an agency does its own maintenance, then it may be liable if it is

negligent in repairing the vehicles. If this work is done by a garage, then

the garage will partially assume thit duty. The agency must show due care in

selecting a garage

Agency Liability and Responsibility

Risk of liability loss occurs when the agency and its employees have a

duty, when they are negligent in carrying out their duty and when their negli-

gence causes injury, death or property damage.

If the driver damages the door bt_OVOttlitn5 an antique vase in moving the

passenger, -the driver may be liable., If the passenger lives alone and the

driver neglected to lock the door; there may be a claim for liability.
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The human service agency has additional risk other than liability risk.

It is subject to the loss of or damage to its vehicles not only when they are

operating but also when they are garaged or parked during nonwork periods.

Destructive forces of nature such as high winds; floods and lightning are

uncontrollable ways by which a= vehicle may be damaged while parked. Other

causes of damage during these periods are controllable; A vehicle that is

parked illegally and/or unsafely may be struck by another vehicle. A vehicle

left with the keys inside may be stolen; A vehicle that is parked unattended

in an unsecure location may be vandalized; Accidental or unintended physical

damage to the agency's vehicle and equipment is a possibility during the

operation of a transportation program; Care and security measures can reduce

some of this type of loss.

Finally; the human service agency is subject to losses due to a failure

to perform a duty to its own employees; whether full- or part-time, and to its

volunteers. State law places absolute liability on an employer for work

related injuries regIrdless of whether or not negligence is involved. Employ-

ers are required to carry worker's compensation insurance. In some sates,

volunteers are covered by worker's compensation. WOrker's compensation usual-

ly pays all medical bills; provides diSability and death benefits and provides

a payment to the worker's spouse and children.

When a human service agency starts providing transportation to its pro-

gram beneficiaries, it comes under state regulations which require that opera-

tht8 of vehicles on the public highways be financially responsible in case an

accident occurs. The agency has a duty to meet these financial responSibilitY

requirements.
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States haVe constitutional power to control and regulate travel on public

highways and to provide for the public safety by establishing reasonable

regulations. In an effort to protect innocent victims of accidents from

drivers of motor vehicles whip do not have liability insurance; most states

have enacted either compulsory insurance laws or financial responsibility

laws: These laws are very different in each state;

The compulsory insurance statutes require the purchase of automobile

liability insurance. These statutes generally are considered to be remedial

statutes; that , they were passed by legislatures in order to remedy pre-

viously existing defects in laws; Prior to the operation of a motor vehicle

in states with compulsory insurance statutes; the driver of a vehicle is

required to have liability insurance in force. Some states allow the driver

of the mot)r vehicle to post a bond; to provide eVidence of self-insurance or

even to post cash. In these states; failure to have liability insurance or an

authorized substitute in force at all times generally is punishable as a

misdemeanor. Moreover, failure to have the insurance or the substitute may

result in the termination of driving privileges. Thus; liability insurance or

the substitute is to be in force before the accident.

Other states have passed financial responsibility laws in lieu of com-

pulsory insurance laws; Financial responsibility laws adopt a very different

approach because these laws only come into effect after an accident. After an

accident, these statutes generally require a repot to be filed c.lith the state

motor vehicle department; After this report, the state motor vehicle depart-

ment will send out letters to the driver or drivers involved in the accident

requiring the posting of evidence of finantial responsibility within a .._2rtain
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number of days. The evidence of financial responsibility can be cash liabil-

ity insurance, a bond in some instances, a release from the other party.

Failure to post the evidence of financial responsibility within the specified

time period will re:ult in the revocation of driving privileges. Under most

of these statutes; driving privileges will not be restored until either evi-

dence of finanCial responsibility has been filed or a release from the other

parties has been Obtained and filed with the department of motor vehicles

together with a liability policy. If a lawsuit results; and if a judgment is

awarded againSt a driVer who does not have insurance, the driver's driving

privileges will not be restored as long as that debt remains outstanding; (A

great defect found in this approach is the ability of a party to discharge a

judgment in bankruptcy. Once the bankruptcy discharge has been obtained;

driving privileges may be restored in some states, provided that the driver

complies with the additional requirements, such as purchasing liability

insurance).



CHAPTER IV

RISK MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

Purpose: When a risk Management program is developed for a hdMah

service agency_; it must be based on the objectives Of

the agency. This chapter discusses the various risk

management objectives which may be of concern to various

agencies.

A risk management program outlines positive daily actions which; if

taken; either will avoid a future accident or will control the adverse ef-

fects of a fUture accident if it does occur. The consequences of an acci-

dent on an organitatiOn may be either great or smalli depending on the per-

spective of the organization. For examplei a collision which results in the

lcss of a vehiCle fOr a period of two weeks while it is being repaired may

be a tolerable situation for a large agency owning many vehicles, but it may

be an untolerable situation for another agency owning only one or two ve-

hicles. Thereforei an agency must determine the objectives of its risk manage-

ment program. Risk management objectives detail the particular consequences

of accidents which are the most important to control. They give gui&nce to

an agency risk management program by defining what the program is trying to

do for the agency. The following are some risk management objectives that

may be used by htiMan service delivery organizations. They give some idea of

how the objectives Of a risk management program can direct the effort to

control the consequences Of risk towards some areas and away ftbm others.

Minimizing FinanciaI_Losses

A primary objective is to minimize financial losses due to an accident

that is incurred by the agency. To minimize lossesi the agency must plan;

organize and direct activities to reduce the hazards inherent in providing
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transportation. The sophistication of the program depends on the o dives

set for the agency's risk management program. Minimizing all financial losses

is a strategy which may be used by an agency which has little difficulty

obtainin It-Inds for budgeted items but has great difficulty getting funds

for nonbudgeted items. By purchasing insurance for all losses; the cost of

the insurance is known at the beginning of the budget year;

A contrasting strategy would be to insure only very large losses, thereby

avoiding ruin, while accepting a certain level of noncatastrophic losses on

the basis that the agency can self-insure or retain the risk at a loW'et teSt

than the cost of insurance. The specific risk management objectives will

designate whith strategy is to be pursued.

Minlmlzing Losses to the Clients

Another objective is to minimize losses to the agency's clients. Losses

to clients include medical expenses, lost wages and property damage, plus

general injury=telated losses such as pin and suffering which are difficult

to value monetarily. If the agency is only concerned about minimizing its

own lossesi it may not worry about what happens to program beneficiaries if

they are involved in an accident where another vehicle is at fault. Because

14.6 percent of the vehicles on the highway have no insurance whatsoever and

another 12.3 percent have minimum coverage (see Table IV-l); it is very pos-

sible that the othet vehicle will not have adequate insurance to compensate

the passengers in the agency's vehicle; If the agency is concerned about

minimizing lostes to its passengers, the agency will need to focus on ptb-

tecting the losses of its program beneficiaries not only when the agenty

vehicle is at fault bUt also when another vehicle is at fault and haS inade-

quate insurance.
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TABLE IV-1

DISTRIBUTION OF INSURANCE COVERAGE ON U.S. VEHICLES

Private Automobile

Coverage

Percent
of Vehicles

Cumulative
Pertent

Average Coverage
Per Person if 10
People in Vehicle.;

No insurance 18.3 18.3 0

10/20 14.5 32.8 2,000

15/30 7.6 40.4 3,000

20/40 2.5 42.9 4,000

25/50 17.2 60.1 5,000

50/100 14.9 75.0 10,000

100/200 1.9 76.9 20,000

100/300 19.7 96.6 30,000

over 100/300 3.5 101.1* over 30,000

All Vehicles (including Commertial Vehicles)

Coverage

Percent of Percent Of Percent of

Private ComMettial Total Cumulative

Vehicles Vehicles Vehicles Percent

No . insurance 18.3 14.6 14.6

10/20 14.5 3;5 12.3 26.9

15/30 7.6 1.7 6.4 33.3

20/40 2.5 .9 _2.2 35.5

25/50 17.2 5.8 15.0 50.5

50/100 14.9 9.3 13.8 64.3

100/200 _1.9 ;2 _1.5 65;8

100/300 19.7 48.0 25.4 91.2

over 100/300 3.5 30.0 8.8 100;0

*Rounding error made total greater than 100L

Source: Insurance Servces Offite, 1977
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Maxim »=egg:

Still another objective is to maximize the agency's effectiveness. An

accident or other undesired event may cause a disruption in the operation of

the agency and interfere with its ability to deliver service. Reducing the

time of disrupted transportation service may be an important objective of

management. If a vehicle is in the repair shop or if adriver is

unable to drive due to injuries; transportation service is restricted unless,

a backup system has been provided. Also, if a backup system is not planned

but is fashioned by whatever means is available at the time following the

accident; its cost is likely to be significantly greater than the cost of

the normal operating system. Risk management efforts may seek to reduce

service changes due to accidents to a minimum by having available an ade-

quately prepared backup system or plan:

The agency's effectiveness also may be enhanced through risk management

by expanding available transportation options. One of the major barriers to

the use of volunteers, drivers of agency vehicles, part-time employees using

their own vehicles, volunteers using their own vehicles, contractors, loaned

vehicles and other options is insurance. An alternative backup system may

be to resolve insurance questions for these groups so that these other options

are available.

Minimizing Uncertainty

Minimizing uncertainty is another prominent objective of risk management.

The uncertainty about what could happen in case of an accident, for example,

may be so overwhelming that a volunteer may refuse to participate. Uncer-

tainty about safe procedures to use in assisting the passengers may greatly
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reduce agency employees' self confidence and satisfaction in performing their

jobs. Provding a relatively safe, worry-free atmosphere is essential frit.

the prod2r functioning of an organization. A risk management program with

the objective of minimizing uncertainty therefore can create a more pleasant

working environment and thus can reduce employee/volunteer/contractor turn-

over:

Uncertainty also may reduce the agency's effeCtiveness by reducing its

available options. If a new activity embraces unfaMiliar hazards; it in-

creases the uncertainty in the minds of those considering the activity as to

their ability to avoid possible serious losses due to the new risk. The

acceptance of an otherwise workable plan thus is blatked. One objective of

risk management is to control new venture losses so that uncertainty may be

reduced and will not unduly affect a decision to use the new option. In

this case, risk management efforts include the development of standard operat-

ing procedure§ and training programs and the assurance of liability pro-

tection.

Avoiding Public Criticism

Finally; another objective of risk management may be to avoid public

criticism. The laCk of training; emergency procedures or vehicle maintenance

which result in an accident bring sharp criticism upon the human service

agency. Every agency manager worries about a serious agency accident in

which there is a new untrained driver; a defective vehicle; inadequate mana-

gerial direction or a comoination of these three and which generates ex-

tensive local media publicity. A risk management program may be designed to

build management credibility in the event of an unavoidable accident to indi-

cate that the agency has taken every possible action to avoid the accarlent
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One of the reasons for having state standards; state vehicle inspections and

recommended training programs is so that the agency can show that it meets

all recommended standards; thus it cannot be criticized if an accident happens.

An unusually unsafe operation can create a poor public image. In fact;

most regulatory laws, standards and other controls are responses to a serious

aLd highly visible accident which can be traced to poor management. Public

response then becomes formalized in the form of laws or regulations which

prescribe minimum levels of risk management for all similar groups. For

example, a nationally publicized f,alifia,:nia school bus hijacking in 1978 led

to the establishment of extensive school bus anti-hijacking measures;

-----_____
In tte ve_ari major public investigations have been held to determine

the cause of various qunan service agency accidents. For example, the National

Transportation Safety Board conducted a detailed investigation of a social service

van accident in Delta; Utab. The state legislature in Tennessee conducted a

formal hearing into a school bus accident near Nashville. The investigations

usually ask the following questions:

1. W s the vehicle .n good repair with all required safety equipment?

2: How old was the vehicle?

3. Was the driver well qualified and in good health?

4. Die the driver receive proper training?

5: Was the driver instructed to use an unsafe road, an_unsafe driving
procedure; or an unsafe passenger loading procedure?

6. Were the passengers adequately secured in the vehicle?

Future funding; state and federal regulations and liability suits are deter-

mined by the answers to these questions.
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The objectives OL a L4bM maiL06m,",

sion of the agency. In many cages; the agency will nave several objectives.

Each agency must establish its own objective mix and must structure its risk

management p3gram to accomplish the defined objectives. Each risk manage-

ment program must be evaluated on the basis of how well it accomplishes each

objective.

A recent study indicates that huMan service agencies have a tendency to

purchase insurance to meet minimum insurance requirements set by either the

state or the funding agency. Few programs attempt to protect the passengers.

OnlY 37 percent h-,:ve uninsured or underinSUted motorist coverage above the

minimum amonnt There seems to be much greater concern about protecting the

vehicle; 84 percent of the human service agencies have collision coverage.

Ten percent of the human service agencieS are very conc- erned about prote,:t.-

ing themselves fr m very large suits and have high-limit liability coverage.

Two Pr-cent Simply obtain the minimum liability (..overage available.*

*Davisi F. W., Jr., D. A: Burkhalterj_W. W.Dotterweich and T. Cleary,

The Social Service Insurance Dilemma: Problems, Ana_l_vsis and Proposed SolLiti-c.-1S,

Springfield, VA: National Technical Inforthation. Service, 1978; p.27.
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CHAPTER V

IDENTIFICATION OF RISK AREAS TO BE MANAGED

Purpose: This chapter kakes the transition from the legal duty

identified in_Chapter III to specific actions_that

should be audited in evaluating the specific human

service transportation risk.

Identification of the specific risk exposures in a human service delivery

agency transportation program is an important step in initiating a risk

management program. A systematic review of the agency's operation is neces-

sary to ulentify the potential for accidents and losses that exists when

human service clients are transported.

Exposure areas for a transportation program may be categorized into

three areas:

1. Risk that individuals other than passengetS (the general

publie) may be injured by the human service agency JehicIe;

2. Risk that passengers inside the vehicle may be injured; and

3 Risk that passengers being as.isted while Outside the vehicle

may be injured as may be the cas,; drior-through-door

service is being provided;

Each area should be reviewed for its loss potential So that a program to

'manage each of these potential loss areas can be enacted.

Risk to Individuals_fither than Passengers

Risk to nonpassengers involves the damage that a vehicle can do to the

general public; both bodily injury and property damage. The agency is ob-

ligated to reduce the chances that its vehicles will be responsible for

damage or injury to any other vehicle; to pedestrians; to passengers; or to

property A vehicle is a passenger conveyance; but it has the potential to
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inflict serious injury when it goes out of control. The factors contributing

to an accid?nt can be separated into vehicle and equipment factors, human

factors and environmental factors.

Vehitle and Equipment Factors. When a vehicle or its equipment malfunc-

tions, a chain of events may begin which eventually will end in an accident.

An example would be a failure of tail lights which causes a rear-end collision

that ocherwise would have been avoided. Equipment failure also may be a

cause of increased losses when an accident does occur. For example,

discharged f -c extinguisher would lead to greater damage in the event of a

vehicle fire.

A strict maintenance program can help manage this area Of risk. When

___
high standards of vehicle maintenance are practiced, avoidable vehicle and

equipment malfunctions should not. cause transportation accidentS. A strict

friintonance program would include a daily safety check, regular scheduling

Of the manufacturer's suggested maintenance; a well thought-out schedule for

vehitle replacement; good records of maintenance efforts and Management

review of maintenance functions.

A daily safety check may be facilitated with the aid of forms which

Fst the items that iequire daily checks. Figure V-1 is a form used for

school bus.2s. The operators of the vehicles are the logical persons to be

responsible for this task since they are near the vehicles and the safety

check will make them more safety conscious.

Maintenance work suggested by the manufacturer of the vehicle needs to

be performed. The engine, drive train and exhaust; chassis, body, brakes,

battery and electrical system and safety equipment need the care of a quali-

fied mechanic.
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Responsibility fOr maintenance should be specifically delegated to a

person in the agency with the authority to see that it's done. However; this

person cannot be expected to identify personally all of the mechanical prob-

lems; The more responsibility drivers are willing to assume ftit identifying

mechanical problems and for verifying that repairs are adequate, the more

effective the .maintenance program will be: There is no substitute for daily

vigilance of the driver.

The funding of maintenance is a major indicator of tae quality of

maintenance program. Funding includes proper garage facilities; proper

tools and qualified mechanics who are constantly trained on new methods.

The agency should have a special fund set aside to cover maintenance so that

maintenance cities not have to be postponed due to a shortage of funding. If

maintenance service is purchased; the garage performing the service should

have proper facilitieS an qualified mechanics to do the work required.

One method for insuring adequate funding of vehicle maintenance and

replacement is to set up a special transportation fund. Under their approval;

the agency estimates what it will cost to operate the vehicle on a monthly

and /or mileage basis. Allowanc6 is made for depreciationi routine mainte-

nance, fuel, tires; repairs and cleaning. The agency then pays into the

fUnd based upon the miles operated; and the fund pays all vehicle operating

costs. This avoids the problem of a large repair bill at the end of the

budget period. Some large companies set up a separate company tti

vehicle acquisition and maintnenace. The transportation subsidiary simply

charges the parent company a set mileage charge for use of the
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A great benefit to the person responsible for maintenance is a check-

list of each definable area of maintenance which is kept up-dated as main-

tenance is being performed. Figure V-2 is a sample checklist. Formal

records of maintenance activity need to be kept as they are the best sources

to ensure the quality of' a maintenance program and to iden.....ify potential

problem areas.

Common problems which ':ay arise in a hImart service c.zency maintenance

program may be stereotyped as follows:

1. There can be a tendency to forego maintenar iu order to purchase
additional fuel for more trips when budget:. ra tight.

2. There can be a tendency to use in-house mechanics who may not have
adequate training or tools: There can bL2 a tendency to lave in-
hous*mechanics attempt to do work that they r_re not trained t.:.)
do rather than to incur the expense of caking the vehicle to a
garage. There can t-,7! a very strong incetive to do this, especiLlly
if the in-house mechanics are not busy

3. There can be a tendency to use county garages that. have mechanics who

are well trained for trucks; tractors and road building machinery
but who are not familiar with vans and station wagons.

4. There can be a tendency to postpone maintenance until the next
budget year.

Human Factors. The human factor plays a large part in vehicle risk.

Because the driver is the person contr011ing the vehicle, the driver's

actions determine whether or not the agency vehicle will cause damage to the

general public. Unskilled or careless driving behavior may result in a

large loss accident for which the agency is liable.

The human factor may be controlled by risk management. Selection of

good drivers is a suitable start in managing this type of risk. Training

drivers i defensive driving techniques; emergency first aid (including

cardiopulmonary resuscitation) and general safety consciousness is very
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PROF=D RCS MAINTE:ZA:= AND SAFETY 1-45P=CTI^::

2500 Miles cr 30 Days

Coach :"c.
Date

TYPE OF OPEP.A7=S 73 EE PEFCRXED .K. "X" REPAZF.S

Ck. all `.:el lines & connections
fog 1aks _

Ck. enlne & radiator for water

leaks
Ck: fuel tank for leaks & Mbunt-
hg nn"! adjust all belts
Ck. for oil leaks
C) :. alr cicaner

leaks-manifeld and
gasket:,

Ck; tubing hoses condition &
protection
Cr:. pneulatic cheek
Ck, hydraulic system, (leaks

& condition)
Ck. air ccmpresscr
Ck. parking brake
Ck; lining, drums & adjust
C. brake system for air
leak
Ck, brake & thrOttle
interlocks
Drain air tanks

eX!':A,art cipe&mu"le-
--Ck. clutch Clearance

line & Universal joints BODY

C)'. trar$. & differ. for proper
Oil mt7. & seals

Ck. emerg. door & war., sign.

shait for guard Ck. doors sensitive
Ck: door operations, tit::5

warning bell .

Ck. shutter beerations
Ck. windshield &

arm,, drag linkz & Ck. fire ext. S. first aid

tie rod
Ck, bOdy and seats

--Ck. seCrint', gear; mounting and Ck, loose grab tails &

cil
stanchions

Ck. al. :Tr:ngs, Shaeles & "U" Ck. all mirrcrs

bo.. CS _ _

Ck. floOring

flanges & Ck. tires

Ck, grc,as-e teals for leaks
Coa:th graased as per St'nedu

Ck,/ti7nten all Wheel lugs
ELDCTR:C".L

PATTFRInS
Ck all instruments for pro

Operation

CI--.
bat-- ry cables

C. horn
.. __

ck, eater proper level
Ck. all lights
Ck. directional Signals __

S-AFE71( EclUIP!.!ENT

Ck. warning deviceS-lOW air
oil & temp. _

Accident reporting kit
Ck. elcctrieal wiring_

Fire Exting

(Condition & proteCtion)
ui5her

Firt Aid Kit

Flares or emerney road equipment

Spare tic and jack (check for air)

MECHANIC'S SIGNATURE

FIGURE V-2

SAMPLE MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST
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beneficial. Keeping safety foremost in the minds of drivers may be accom-

pliShed by safety meetings. A safety meeting built around a driver training

movie can be very eftective. Appendix A shows the general format of a

safety meeting. The agency °s insurance carrier is usually very willing to

help provide material and training.

Award programs are aarTtr method by which driver safety consciousness

can be raised; A file co;...lining driver accident and award records is he

basis of the system; Key.:ted to an award program is an accident review

panel which can determine impartially the preventability of a driver's

accidont It is important that drivers see that management is concerned

about having a completely cle-r acciar:It ..-(_ord. The safety meeting is

intended to form a bond of undertanding concerning accident prevention

between the management; employees; volunteers and contractors. An accident

review panel also is a pl2ce where management attitude is revealed. Appen-

dix B is a sample accident review form to assist the accident review panel.

Although it may be very difficult to assign the responsibility for an acci-

dent to any one factor, it is important that any dr.,.ver error or ocher

unsafe practice be reviewed ana eliminated in future operations.

Environmental Factors. A third contributory factor to b identified

in accident _isks is the environmental Lit.ttor. The risk of an accident is

determic,ed in part by the traffic and road conditions encountered along a

transportation route. Although society dictates these environmental factors;

the environment can be managed to a certain extent by routing away from

congested and/or dangerad§ areas aS much as possible or by scheduling trips

to avoid especially dangerous times of the day. Most major communities have

made studies of traffic flow patterns and accident location densities of
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their areas. Copies of these studies may be obtained froth police; traffic

or street departments. If not published; there may be a master copy avail-

able for public inspection. In Knoxville; Tennessee; a monthly accident

location map is kept in the city's traffic engineering department and is

available for public viewing. Such a map is useful for locating particu-

larly bad intersecticns and Other areas which should be avoided if possible;

If the locations cannot be avoided, drivers should be warned Of the problem

areas.

Passenger Risk-

Passenger risk is risk of occidental death or injury to the passengers

inside the vehicle. Of course; any accident which can cause external damage

to the vehicle also can be a cause Of ii.jury the passengers inside, so

any risk management effo. r--_AUCe the external risk also will reduce the

internal risk. But internal rak, which includes Tnj..ry to passengers and

damage to their prnperty has its charLc-z.-: that the risk manager

needs to identify.

The risk ;egins up,,* the embarking, of the passenger. Different tyles

of clients requi._ different kinds of handling and care. Wheelchair users;

the blind; the frail elderly and passengers with developmental disabilities

have special needs which have to be attended to when they sire helped on and

off the vehicle. A standard operating procedure for the proper loading and

unloading of the agency's clients based upon their special needs; which

recognizes the risk to the clients as they become paSseriv.ts; is necessary

for the management Of this risk. The procedure should concentrate on redic

ing passeilger loading and unloading accidents to both the passengers and to

the dri,:eriattendant. (Special training is needed to avoid back injury to
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drivers.) Any part of the procedure that has a potential for an accident

needs to he identified and limited as much as possible. For the

possibility of a wheelchair passenger's hands being caught in a mechanical

wheelchair lift may be reduced; if not eliminated; by ensuring that pa-

sohgotg place their hands in their laps during the lift process.

The standard operating procedure may include the use of lifts; rampsi

stools and other devices for raising the passenger to vehicle floor level.

It may include verbal instructions given to clients to avoid unexpected or

confused actions on their part; use of grab-rails and proper reach clearance

for aid in getting ,n and out of the vehicle and special traffic control

measures taken to prevent bbarding passengers from being injured by passing

vehicles. (School buses have legal protection during these times.)

After boarding, the next area of risk to persons inside the vehicle is

the placement of passengers within the vehicle. All objects, including per-

sons, that are not secured become dangerous missles during sudden decelera-

tibn or change in direction of the vehicle; which may occur during a crash.

A workable method of tying down wheelchairs should be present and used if

wheelchair passengers are carried. Crutches; canes, folded wheelchairs;

packages or any other Aljects must be secured. Temporary seating such as

folding chairs should never be used.

The use of seat belts needs to be enforced in order to reduce the risk

to passengers inside the vehicle. It does little good to secure a wheel-

chair unless the person is secured in the wheelchair. Likewise; it does

little to reduce the chance of injury to a wheelchair user to place a seat

belt around both the passenger and the wheelchair the wheelchair is not

tied down and the weight of the wheelchair (especially an electric unit)
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will be forced against the passenger in the event of a collision. Consid-

eration also should be given to other restraining devices; such as shoulder

belts or those with upper torso weaknesses and child restraint devitet for

those children under four years of age. Padding protrusions inside the

vehicle can also redUte the risk to passengerS. Vehicle specificatienS

should emphasize padding of lift equipment.

Much attention has been given to the use of wheelchi;ir lifts which Make

it easier for the wheelchair user to enter the vehicle. One advantage of

using privately -owned automobiles; however; is that the wheelchair user

generally is better protected during the trip. The private automobile

offers shoulder belts to support he upper torso; a padded dash to cushion

impact; steel beams in the door to protect against collision from the side;

head restraint on the back of the front seat and all of the other vehicle

safety standards required by the National Highway Traffie Safety Administra-

tion. From a risk management standpoint, the agency must decide if ease of

entry or safety during the trip is the prime consideration when selecting

vehicles to transport frail or nonambulatory passengers.

Lastly; the compatibility and temperament of clients is a considekatitin

When placing them in the Vehicle. Actions by the passengers must not dis-

tract the driver from i.ne dtiving task. The major function the driver

serves wh-:le driving is to transport the client from one location to another.

Discipline in the vehicle is a must for the safe transportation of the

passengers. A major study of the causes of traffic accidents found that

nine percent of accidents were caused 111r t11,- Bri'er's attention being shifted

to in event; activity, object or person with_n the vehicle.

*Treat, J R., et al.. Tri-Level-Study of the Causes of Traffic Acci-

dents, Report No: DOT-HS-034-3-5-35-77. Bloomington: Indiana University;

1977; p. 203. 65



It is recognized that some clients may have unpredictable needs. If

passengers require special attention during the trip, an attendant or escort

may be needed.

Dispatching procedures, scheduling and routing procedures can create

stress on the driver and passengers while enroute. Lengthy trips can bring

on fatigue for the driver and may cause discomfort to the passengers.

Difficult routes will cause stress on the driver. Any method which will

even out the difficulty of the tasks of a group of drivers will reduce the

chance that driver stress will be a factor in an accident. Most trips

should have upper limits on their transit times which coincide with the en-

durance of both the clients and the drivers.

To control the risks to passengers while enroute, the driver should be

prepared if a medical emergency occurs: Any emergency medical training that

a driver has will be beru but the driver must have a procedure to

summon help if emergencies occur. Also, a mechanical breakdown should not

bring confusion upon the driver: This is especially important in rural

areas or during cold weather. The driver should be briefed beforehand on

the procedure to follow in case of mechanical problems. The driver should

know who to call, what backup transportation arrangement will be made and

whether to lave the passengers to get help or whether to stay with the pas-

sengers:

Passenger Assistance Outside of the Vehicle

Escorting and special handling of clients outside of the vehicles is an

area in which the drivers need special skills that are not a part of the

driving 'ca-k. The commitment of the drivers to the special needs of their

passengers is essential 14 this phase of transportation. For example,
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understanding the perspectiNe of the blind, of those with balance diffi-

culties; of those in wheelchairs; of those of extremely short stature; or of

those otherwise limited in mobility is important if smooth and accident free

assistance is be given; The effect of a hant.licap on an individual attempt-
_

ing to use the transportation service needs to be well understood by the

driver. In addition, the assistance should be given in a manner that does

not embarrass or humiliate the passenger; (When a humiliated passenger is

injured; especially if the passenger told the driver not to assist them that

way; then the suit will probably be large.) The driver should be skilled in

wheelchair passenger assistance techniques and other passenger assistance

techniques as they relate to the human service agency clients:

Identification of risk in the area pi passenger assistance can begin by

consideration of the loading and unloading zones used: A traffic free load-

ing Zone With good footing is bast. The availability of signs; flashing

lightS and other warning devices helpt while crossing streets; parking in

the flOW Of traffic and escorting clients down sf-.eep inclines.

An important point to remember when identifying the risk of loading and

unloading passengers is that conditions around pickup and drop--(4f points

constantly change. A Procedure for soliciting feedback from the driver on

the hazards of loading aLd unloading zones would be very useful to tha risk

manager. Continual actions to reduce these hazards by instructing drivers

to choose the best loading points or developing special protected loading

areas could then be part of Standard risk management procc.e. Safety

meetings are an excellent location for addressinc these questions:

NOtifying the driver of any special client needs when a trip is dit-

patched is an aid to risk management. KnOwing what to expect will help the
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driver avoid an accident because of misunderstanding or surprise. The

individual being helped should always know what is going to happen so as not

to be frightened.

A passenger file or briefing procedure containing each client's special

requirements relating to transportation would give the driver a source of

information to use to prepare beforehand for the clients to be transported.

The file could record -.he passengers' spec s. _ssistance requirements, their

tolerance for travel and their experiences in being transported. If an

agency has transported a passenger many times before and that passenger has

well recognized special needs, the agency can expect suit if the passenger

is injured by a new driver who is not are of the special needs.

When an agency regularly provides transportation to a program benefici-

ary, the driver should be advised of any special needs or tendencies of the

passenger that should be recognized and should have corrective action taken.

The driver also suould be given detailed procedures for securing a person's

house when providing door-through-door transportation. For example; if a

driver picks up a wheelchair passenger or a blind passenger who lives alone;

the driver has a responsibility to secure the passenger's house The driver

must be trained to ask the passenger for detailed securement instructions;

If the passenger is unable to speak, then perhaps a social worker will need

to meet with the passenger to obtain detailed securement procedures to

present to the agency and the driver. If an agency contracts with individ-

ual.., taxi companies or volunteers, the same passenger Lssistance informa-

tion should be provided.

Paramedics have a standard procedure to identify several prominent

bystanders to assist them in opening a person's wallet or purse to locate
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identification and to see if tho injured person has any identified medical

problems. This is important sin,:e it is nc, unusual for the paramedics to

be charged with theft of personal funds by the injured party. To prevent

such charges, doer- through -door service guidelines shculd be established.

For example, the driver could be prohibited from being in the house wic out

the presence of the OQi10:7 and/or witnesses.

When people with special e,eds are transported, special assistance must

given to assist them in using the transportaticn without humiliation or

injury. If special assistance is required, 6pecial training must be given

to the drivers: If an ag,:ncy offers to transport people with special needs,

it must be prepared to assist thoSe Whoffi it offers to help: From z. purely

le.al standpoint; r-:isk can be avoided by not offering to serve those who

have special needs: Thus no training or preparation is necessary and the

risk is avoided: Where the agency haS a social mission, however, it must

_

pro%ide the training and preparation necessary to see that all passengers

get the Assistance they need t, complete the trip safely.

Documents Available to Heir' Identify _Risk

Driver Records: The screening process which occurs when drivers (em-

ployees, volunteers or contractors) ae first hired (recruited or contracted

for) should produce a file containing each driver's state department of

moLor vehicles record; Information on the driver's physical condition; the

results of a check on the driver's referentes and comments by the inter-

viewer regaroi.ng the driver's employment interview. The driver's file

should accui.allat;:f a record of the driver'S accidents while employed (if

any), a record of any driver training, mediCal emergncy training or passen-

ger assistance training and comments received from clients con erning the
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driver's performance. The driver's record provides a source by which the

c1K- 's skills; attitude and ability to practice self - control are revealed.

a driver file should contain the employment application, the

°river's state motor vehicle record, the driver's license number, physical

health records; past work references, comments of interviewer regarding

employment interview; accident record; record of training and public CO-

plaints and compliments. The driver file should be kept up to date.

Vehicle MaintenanceTte-to-rds. Another source helpful in identifying

risk, especially in the area of vehicle and equipment failure; are vehicle

maintenance records. The records may contain maintenance procedures; rec-

ords of preventive maintenance performed and daily safety check summaries

from the drivers' daily safety log. These records provide a measure of the

quality of an agency's maintenance ptogram.

If maintenance is performed by contract, that is, performed by a

mechanic in private business and not employed by ",e agency; the quality of

the maintenance grog,;:: needs to be measured.

Client Records. ancther source of records useful to the risk

Manager are client records. In addition to the necessary information about

the client; including special assistance needs, a record of any grievances,

complaints or incidents regarding the transportation of the client should be

kept. Some hospitals have patient representatives whose function it is

be in touch with patients to respond to their complaints; The theory is

that much litigation can be avoided by establishing concern for a patient's

complaint before an incident becomes a law suit. In case there is a law

suit; information about the incident and the patient/hospital relations

surrounding it are on record as good evidence.
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Client records for the agency can serve the same purpose. Maintaining

a good relationship r4ith the client may prevent a small occurrence from

be;.ng litigated. In many cases; medical costs for an injured huMan service

agency client can be settled by medicaid; medicare cr Veterans Administra-

tion benefits. If the agency makes a concerned effort to assist the client

in obtaining these benefits; tha client is less likely to make a Claim with

the agency's insurance company for compensation or to file a forMal law

suit. The agetity therefore can reduce its claim loses by coordinating the

client's benefitS from other sources.

Contract Review. In reviewing risk exposures; it is important to know

the contracts and understandings between the agency and its employees;

volunteers, contractors and maintenance personnel. A risk management pro-

gram must consider not only the contractors' levels of competence to do the

required job but also their ability to provide reparatiOnS for the injured

in case of injury.

The level of financial responsibility between the agency and its con--

tract providers needS to be determined. In case of an accident; who will

responsible and to what degree? Is there a degree to which a party will b-c_

held harmless (if the other party has the financial ability to hold harmleSs)?

Determination of contractual risk is vital in identifying the amount of loss

the agency will haVe to bear; thus.determinatibh of responsibilities is

vital in determining the amount of risk involved in the operations of the

agency.

A contract with a transportation provider should be reviewed to deter-

Mine their screening and training proced.ares: The quality of the provider's
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driversi vehicles; equipmenti supervision and operating procedures may be

assured by specific requirements in the contract to which the provider must

adhere. The Knox County; Tennessee; school board contracts with 125 inde-

pendent school bus operators to .;:aasnort students to Knox County schools

in 235 buses; The contract requires vehicles to meet age standardsi to be

maintained properly, to meet all feneral, state and loe_l standards _Ind to

pass a periodic safety inspection given by the county. California school

bus contractors are required to have 20 hours of on-the-road and classroom

training before they can drive. By these and other requirements, the school

board assures that the risk of a transportation accident is being controlled.

Other Sources of Risk Identification. An understanding of agency

operations is crucial to understanding its risk. Personal interviews with

driver trainers, maintenance personnel; dispatchers; social wcrkers and

cther people in touch with clients can reveal risk areas which may have been

missed. Drivers may know of the special hazards of various routes, the

special passenger problems that occur while the vehicles are moving and that

detract from their drivingi the conditions around loading and unloading

zones and so forth. Social workers in touch with clients know of the pos-

sible problems they may have while being tiansported. Information from

these sources may be used to establish a client file; a file which lists the

special requirements of the clients as passengers in the agency's transpor-

tation program. These requirements are listed and are_ available to the

drivers and attendants of these clients. Experienced maintenance personnel

can give a good estimate of the quality of the maintenance being performed,

an6 they can help with the development of a replacement schedule for the

vehicle fleet. Driver trainers can give an estimate of the quality cf the
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drivers being used by the agency and can give some idea of the pot_lctal

fat dtivet improvement:

One more source for identifying the risk areas of social service agency

transportation not to be overlooked is the experience of other agencies. The

experience of others gives the agency some idea Of the risks it faces. Even

public transportation opefat7.-as such as taxicabs and airpot limousines may

be used for comparison.
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CHAPTER VI

MEASURING RISK

Purpose: Before a risk management program -is developed; it is

important that each risk identified in Chapter V be

measured to determine its_potential for loss. Once the

risk has been measured, the risk manager can evaluate

the benefit of alternative risk management strategies:

To prepare fot the consequences of risk; the potential impact of a 1-,'Ss

due to the ri. k must be measured. The more accurate the risk can be mea-

sured and the greater the certainty of avoiding catastrophic 16SSeS; the

more accurate and reasonable are the insurance rates: It is therefore

important to under-stand hOW risk is quantifiably measured or evaluated.

Thete are four elements of risk measurement. They are crequenty;

severity -_-ted losses and riabili*.- Frequnncy refers to the number

f lozse_ will occur within a ter* time frame. The freauency mea-

surement Of risk is a prediction: It bad on the probability that the

number of losses which occurs within a time perio will approxfiv

expec:ed value.

1 given

Severitl, refers to the fi,_ancial impact of a loss. The average dollar

loss per loss occurrence is the measure of severity It is also a predicted

value base-1 on the probability that the average loss per occurrence is

cetite-e...: around a certain e:-.pe...tsd meaa. host organizations base accident

Irequency on accidents per one oillion m4_les of operation: It is a7

,dvisable to compare frequency and SeVerit.., -ecords not only against the

national average; but also agains the agency's prev..2.ous years:

For example; the Highway Loss Data Institute reports on the collision

coverage claims fOr damage tti 1977 model year vans under noritiimmettial
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collision coverages. It has data on 3,345 insured vehicle years of tne 1.//

Ford E-150 Eccnoline van. For that aulcui of risk exposure, there were 291

losses: Therefore, the frequency of the C011iSion risk for the Ford Econo-

line van is 291 losses per 3;345 insured vehicle years (.087 losses per

vehicle): If an agency had 23 noncommercial 1979 model Econoline vans and

if all conditions remained the same; two of t:'ese vans (23 .087) would be

expected to have collision damages each year.

The Highway Loss Data Institute also reports that the payment: for

collision coverage claimS on the Econoline van for the 3;345 vehicle year

exposure was $124,554. This gives measure of the severity average cost)

of each loss. BecauSe the exposure had 291 losses, each loss averaged ;,428

L,124:554/291 losses). Therefore, t1 measure of severity for this risk is

$428 average _ ss per claith.

The expected total losses per pe iod is the pr.;Ciii-ct of bOtf the fre-

quency and severity measures: In the example given, the expected tote

collision damage losses for 23 vans is $856 (2 x $428), WhiCh is the product

expected frequency and the 2xpected severity of each occurrence.

Despite the completenesS aril accuracy of statistical analysis; varia-

tions ca- happen between the actual losses incurred and the expected losses

predicte%-!. The amount of variation i; a measure of the riskiness of measur-

ins, the exposure. Although a lOSS of $856 for 23 Econoline vans over a

period of a year migh be expected, the ;ittUdi 103 may be qui:e di:Tferent.

There can be variatiois both in the ..requc.ncy of loS-SeS and in the

severity of losses. If for every 23 insured vehicle year 64-osur9s of Ford

Highway Loss Data Institute._ AUtoMObile lasutance osses Non-,f,ommercial

Collisi_:r verages. Report HLDI V78-1, Washington, D,C; p. 7.
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Econoline vans randomly seletted there tended to be about 2 collision losses

costing about e.)ch; then the Vatiabil.ty in tie measure of is lOt4.

HOC:i2v-et, if for every 23 insured vehicle year exposures ranlomly selected

then is wide range in nuMbet end Severity of loss t;; with little

Clustering around an average valUei then the variabiity in the ).-!asure is

high.

If variation is very low, tha insurance is not needed. The agency

operating 23 vans coule simply budget for two accidents of $428 each and be

assured twat this ';as adequate to cover losses. If ':-.riation is very high;

tJ'n the ac;ency probably will want to pay the $1;337.50 insurance premium

:oe:aary to protect the agency from a larger loss. (it costs $856 to cover

ass, plus $481.50 for overhead and administration of the insurance

voces's.)

The measurement of a risk requires that it be classified within a large

gi-U1 ) of similar ri.;.:. Aggregate histOtiCal data from the xaup then is

used to pi.2dic,:. the future expected tctal tosses of the whoL) group. Under

the insurance concept, eaci member pays a relative share of the expected

_Ota] losses of the whole g:oup of similar ti8kS.

A ` :nor evaluation of the risk of each group member; though, would

reveal that s'ne have a greater chance of ijss than others. For example, an

agency which buys vans with a fit ry Defect that may cause brake failut.)

will have a greater chance of collision losses than vans vr_tnout the defect.

Those with the safer ' i.id feel it unfai to be classified with the

poorer t"?'"-KS However; as a practical -aluaiiion of ;Aividual

risk can be refined only to a certain ..1.?gree. Clasifications lit risk

purposes must be 1-,r,7-.,1 ugh to in:.Thde enough risks to proviee stati8ti-

tally significant :(osLs data. The insurance industry requires date a 1,069

i7
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losses before the data can be considered to be statistically reliable.

Thus; if the example van IlaS .087 accidents/ye'ar; 12;287 vans would need to

be covered in each claSS to get adeduatr statistical data. For purposes of

r:irness ro the individual members of the pool, the classification should be

narrow enough to exclude risks that are far greater than the average. It is

cr faLr to avoid thci exposures that do not manage their risks

because they unduly increase the expected losses of the whole class thus

'acre::se the premiums for all. The classification process tries to draw an

equitable line between a brOad classification and a narrow Cassificatior,.

The case where 3 risk is new and unfamiliar presents special pr&ilL

Underwriting criteria cannot be set where no statistical baFe exists. An

analogy must be sought instead; but there is large potential for mis-

ileasurement because a new ma; not be like aav other. Until some indi-

cation is established o'c the less experience (both expected

var likely to be er:couhti:re,a from a new type of risk, rat; tOr 3 new

risk are set high to hedge against uncertainty. Thezeforei the I,c!st way to

get lower rates is to dove that a risk's lossee_ will be constant and not

extraordinary.

A feeling for the size and ths- nature of automobile losses car be

gained tarough a study of clOS-e, 'aims on private automobile insurance

contracts: (Data is not yet PUbliShed for -ma.[ s :'cvice pre rams.) kuro-

mobilc injuries are compensated ty four major auto insurance coverages:

1 Bodily Injury Libility. This covers the insured's legal
Lability up to a specified policy limit if the insured causes

injuries to someone because of owner hip; maintenance use of

she vehicle.

,) Nedital. This pro
_____ ___________

.-L-i:arty coverage against medical
.,.

losses of the insured and '-hers in his vehicle. Fi&t.-7 .:y

coverag_referS tO -c-,:.7-er-ag-i2 under which the insured collects

f^r his losses _`.Om his own insuror regardless of fault.
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3. Uninsured nrorist: This coverage enables the insured to
recover from his own insurance company; up to_a specified

>ulir: limit tile amount that the insu:-nd vouiu hove been able

collet Sri uninsured or hit-and-run motorist that

c ised tNe accident.

Peeoti,il Injury Protection. This is first-party; no7fault
coverage in which an insuror pays; within specified limits; the

wags loss 4,1d the medical,bspital; rehabilitation and funeral

eXpenSeS Of_ the insured, others in the vehicle and pedestrians

stuck by the insured. Personal injury protection is extended
first -party insurance that is ,Ised to fill the gap in no- fault_

states where tort litigation is restricted: It is offered

in some states without any restriction on the tort system as an

alternative to tort-based compensation for automobile accident

rniuries.

The distribution of claims under each of these coverages shown in

Table '7.1-1. The average number of claims per accident 1.58 for bodily

YrijUry and 1.42 for personal injury protection. (Since vehicle occupancy is

higher for human service vans; a larger number of claims can be expected:)

The claimant's age is a factcr in accident involvement Iei'.djng to a

bodily injury claim. A distribution of bodily injury liability claims by

age ---mpared to the distribution of -tie! U.S. population is given in

Table %, The table shows: _nstance, that the age e-,7oop from 16 t 20

is invol ,d in automobile inju.ies more than its proportion of the popula-

tion warra1,17s Senior citizens have t-wer cl-,18, but they also travel

fewer riles each year th.:la ':ounger driverS.

AiproxiMately two-thirds of the zconomic loss sustained by in-ur2d

persons arisS from medical expenses * Inpatient hospitalization and physi-

riau's fees account for most cf the medical expenses. Table VI-3 shows the

*This statistic varies substant_aliy '-om the 197 S. Department of

Tr.,sportation no-ioult study which irt-djcates that lost wages comp,

ner.irly three-fourths of all
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TABLE VI-1

PERCENTAGE OF BODTLY INJURY CLAIMS BY COVERAGE

Coverage % of Claims Average Payment

Bodily Injury 41.6 $2;955

Uninsured Motorist 5.0 3;316

Medical 1f .4 502

Personal Injury Protection 37.' 920

Source: All- Industry Research Advisory Council; Automobile

and their Compensati6n in the Unit_cd States; Chicago: Al liancc Of Alt:,!tican

Insurors; 1979, p. 19.
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TABLE VT= '..

DISTRIBUTION OF BODILY IN .N1S -c-Cr

Age % Claims Fopultion

0-15 12.8 26.4

16-20 18.2 9.8

21-24 12.9 7.2

25-44 34.1 23;6

45-64 17.0 20.3

over 65 5.0 10.7

Source: All-Industry Research Advisory Council; Automobile Injuries

and their Coiiiptitatioft in -the _Li_dtri States; Chiutgo: Allian-ce of American

Iris-Ur-O. :Si 1979; p. 29.
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TABLE VI-3

ECONih:,:: LOSS BY ELEMENT OF LOSS
(Tort States)

Element of LOSS Average Loss % of TOtal Losses

Total Medital 755 66.3

Wage LOSS 1,033 31.5

Essential Services 697 .9

Rehabilitation 676 .1

Funeral E-,,penses 1,735 1.2

Total $4,396

Source: All=Industry Research Advisory Council; Automobile Injuries

and their Compensation in the United States; Chicago: Alliance of AMerican

Insurors; 1979, p. 41.
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average economic losses by the element of lOss for those states without

personal injury 1)e6-i()h nO=fault laws. The distribUtiOn for states with

personal injury protection no-fault laws is very similar.

Economic losses by size of loss shows that most of the losses are under

$500 but that almost half of the total cost of losses comes from losses

greater than $5;000. Table V:-4 shows the distribution of economic lof,

size of loss for states without personal injury protection no-fault laws.

Medical expenses tended to increase with Wage losses increase

steadily with age up to age 65; Both medical ies and wage losses tend

to ,e lower for fema'.es than f:)/- males but females over 65 had highest

Medi-cal loses. (Th'c may be an importar;t consideration for hUM,)n service

agencies.) Table VI-3 -sliwn the types of economic losses by age and

FeWer tharl 20 percent of the claimants vire hospitalized; and most hOSpital

stays last.-.Id less than two weeks. About 30 percent of the bodily injury

claims involve reimbursement for ci,:.ys of wage loss. Two weeks is the median

amount of work days lost from an injury. The average f-.1- wage loss is

$2i300.

Table VI-6 shows the frequency of use Of varioLs t-c!im .;ources.

Automeldle insurance covered only two-thirds ot the Asses The

greater the economic ioss; the greater the likelihood that more than ouc,

rebutsement source will be used. In general; government oenefits were

ot-.1y av-.1ilabl- co a smri' group of people in this sample. Whe::e they were

available, they were heavii-y used; and the injured received more per person

thin from other reimbursenent sources (3.7 percent !7f the injured receive,:;

5.6 titcetit of the tota' dollars paid and these payments were from g,,vern-

Miit scu -,-es). When an agency transports primarily senior c)tizens or
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TABLE VI-4

ECONOMIC LOSS BY SIZE OF tUS
(Tort States)

Cumulative Cumulative

Percentage of % of Total Percentage of

Of Losses Losses Dollar Amount Dollar Amount

8;0 8.0 - -

3 59.4 67.1. 9.2 9:2

501-1;000 12;8 80.2 8.9 18.1

1,001-2;000 9;2 89.4 12.7 30.8

2,001-5,000 6.8 20.6 51:4

5;001-10,000 2 98.4 15.0 66.4

10,001-25,000 1:2 99.6 17.9 84.3

over 25,001 0;4 100.0 15.7 100.0

Source: All-Industry Research Advisory Council; Autcmobile Injuries

a :. their Compensation in the United Stat_g, Chicago: Alliance of American

Insurers; 197q; p. 41.
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TABLE VI-5

ECONOMIC LOSS BY AGE AND SEX OF CLAIMANT

Age Average Medical Loss

Male Female

Average Wage Loss

Male Female

Other Loss

Male Female

0-15 $ 714 $ 473 15 $ 1 $20 $ 19

16-20 936 665 187 172 36 33

21-24 1,154 661 600 263 39 14

25-44 1,005 797 846 390 17 21

45=64 956 1,037 1,004 414 28 46

65 Ami
over 1;061 1,51i 293 70 71 230

Total $ 968 792 $ 579 $275 $2.8 $ 38

Source. ,;_l-IndUStri Research Advisory Counci:, Aut-cm_oh:Lle Injuries

and the Loir,rsatio:i in the United States, Chicago: --i.iance of American

insurors; 1170, p. 43.
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TABLE VI-6

USE F REIMBURSEMENT SOURCES

ReimburseM fit Source % of Total Injured % of Total Dollar Paid

None 137

GrOup Health 32.1 22.3

Worker Compensation 2 8 3.5

Auto Insurance 65:9 67.5

Government Sources 3.7 5.6

Other InsuranCe
(i.e.; Life Insurance) 3.0 1.1

Source: All-Industry Research AdvisorY COuncil, Ant6moblle_Injuries

And Lheir Compens-atn_n the United Statesi ChitagO: Alliance of American

197), p. 127:
10
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others eligible for public benefits; medical cost may already be covered

II passengers will be covered by government benefits such

as medicaid, medicare P.nd Tetns Administration benefits.

It is important that human service agencies begin to accumulate data of

the frequency; severity; cost; variation and source of reimbursement for

human service vehicles to guide them in evaluating their risk management

programs The heart of a good risk management program is data to evaluate

various types of risk situations and to develop alternative, r nanaging

the financial impact of the loss. In the case of human serwce agencies,

many program beneficiaries are already covered by existing public bt:' ,TiLS.

The fact that the insurance companies are severely restricted by the ,JJ:i

state collateral sources rules makes it extremely important for hilman ser-

v;ce agencies to become involved in the coordination of benefirs to prohibit

mult,ple payment at public expense for the same injury.
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CHAPTER VII

ALTERNATIVi,MEINDS FOR DEALING WITH RISKS AND THEIR APPLICABILITY

Purpose: Once risk managers have iihelitified and measured each
hiiMan service risk; they are_ready-to develop a strategy
fOt coping with the risk. This chapter is,designed to
identify various strategies that can be used to either
eliminate a risk, accept or transfer the risk. Insur-
ancei_fOr exaMple; is simply one method of transferring
a risk.

In dealing with. the risks facing an agency; there is often' a tendency

to assume that insurance is the only method available for coping witirpoten=:

'tial financial loss. A variety of methods; including insurante; may be used

anne or in combination to co P1 with risks at the_agency level. These

methods are explained -n somedetaifritpriaarset forth to aid'ih

determining how these methods_ might be used to deal with specific risk

manag-ement_probleMs. Although.admittedly an overSimplification; the mne-
1

ironic "EAT!' has been used tp identify the the major categories into Which-

All tiskAnanagement techniques fallelimination; assumption and tranSfet.

Elimination

This broad heading include a variety of methods for getting rid of all

or partof any risk.

Avoidance._ In its strictest sense; avoidance is a deliberate effort to

avoid_any particular risk exposure. While risk avoidance is simple and

absoIute there Aare serious practical limitations, to the application of this

method: _Carried to a ridiculous extreme; it coulbe said that'an agency

can avoid all risks by' merely disbanding the agency - -if it does nothing; it

has ho risks: On the:other hand; common sense would dictate that a variety

7of functions and activities ate essential to successful agency operation and

to achievement of 'the agency's goals.
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However, avoidance might be used either where a particular activity or

function is unnecessary to the ove ;all goals of th ..agehoi and, therefore,

Can 'be discontinued or where the same'function can be performed by someone

else such as contractors,or volunteers.

Transferring the transportation task to another group is one way of

avoiding the risk of a transportation accident. Clients could be given a

ticket or voucher and instructed in-,the use of local transit systems, taxi-

cabs, other human service or nonprofit agencies or some othq,r transportation

provider. They may-even be referred to family, friends and neighbors who

will drive them to the agency, perhaps with the agency reimbursing the

person who transports them. If an intercity trip is involved. they could be

referred to an intercity-bus line or even an airline. The agency hilps the

-,.. Client find transportation, provides instructions on how to use'it andmy

even pay for it; but because the agency does not actually proVide the trans-
t .

portation, it is not liable'for accidents. In this way, liability for

transportation accident.is eluded by the agency and is taken qn by the

provider found for the client. (This.is an apprath-frequently used by the

Veterans administration which, for example, reimburses the veterans for e

their-costs of transportation.' avoids liability and eliminates capital,

operating, dispatching, maintenance, and other managerial prdbleMs.)

Liability for negligent maintenance efforts may be auoided by contract-

ing with a local garage for maintenan- ce or by contracting for transpprtation

where the vehicle is maintained.by the contractor. If the agency is reason-.

,ably prudent in selecting a qualified garage, liability for an accident due

to negligent maintenance would generally belong to the gaiage. The cOn-
,

whether a local cab company, an individual owner/operator4 .a staff

employee using apersonal car or a volunteer who uses a personal vehicle,
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would be responsible for maintaining the vehicle; thus transterrins tnis

risk from the Agency.-

.
The risk of transporting passengers to a service may be avoided by

transporting the service to the client: Meals-on-Wheels is an example of

thiS, -Although transportation risk is still present; iiabiiit to passen-

gers i. not iiicurred. S .ne other examples of sei4vice being transported to

clients are a bookmobile,: drug and grocery deliveries and the establishment

of neighborhood clinics:-

SeIective.xisk avoidance is another means of handling risk. Tradii-
..

.tionaI transportation companies realized that if they could avoid serving

.

passengers with special risks or could avoid hauling hazardous goods, they

could control their losses; their insurance, costs and their ethployee train-
.

ing budgets; The establishment of a specific bus stop; fOr example; meant

that only people that could get to the bus stop could use the service. It

was easy for them ,to encourage. special-risk passengers to use alternate

transportation providers or to offer free transportatibn tq an escort who

assumed responsibility for the special needs of the special risk passenger.

Airlines; for example; refuse-to transport children under five unless ac-

companied by an adult: Bus comparlies give free passageA o an escort travel-
.

ing with 'a handicapped person.

A
Human service agencies are finding it necessary to serve a need mid-way

_.. _

between the transit bus and the ambulabce. tlieir-h4manitarian missions will

.

not allow them to avoid serving their beneficiaries! special needs; nor will

their limited budgets allow:them tovay ambulance rates.

To control losges; however; they are finding that they require a higher

level of training than is required of transit bus operators but less training
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than is required of.ambulance raramedics. The major differences in training

is not the special:paramedic training required of thl ambulance driver; nor

the ability to control a large vehiCle like the.transit buseoperatov the

difference is the ability to assist people with special needs to adapt to

the:servicethat is provided. Thus; humanitarian concern on the part of the

driver is.the most important area for human service agen-Yrisic management.
f

Loss Control. A broader antore_practical dimension -of- elimination is

generally referred. to as loss control. -This represents a partial avoidance

through either reducing the/nun-11)er of losses (frequency) that Iny occur or,

reducing the economic impact (severity) of thoseloses which do occur. -In

both cases) the efforts at loss control are dir-ected toward minimizing.the

. ...* .

occurrences of losses and the undesirahle.effects ofilosses- while Maintain-
.

ing the risk within the agency. Any losS control program implies a high

degree of advance planning through-which steps are taken to identify perils;_

hazards and outcomes which can be expected. in the event of loss.

One of the most effective loss contrql devices is that of hazard reduc- '

- .

tion, Hazards have been defined as those conditiOns or circumstafices which

increase the likelihood of a loss arising from a. particular peril. Hazard

reduction is.the process through which advance 'identification of hazards is

,

made and a variety of technical and psychnlogical steps are taken teelimi-

nate or reduce-the existence af these hazards. Examples abound; but the

adherence to vehicle- safety standards; drivel- training and proper securing

of passengers all represent hazard reduction iechniques.*:.

Loss- control prOgramsrequire more advarice planning, technical research;
' *

innovation; record keeping and follow-through than any other risk management'

device. A loss control program is only as good as the foresight andadmin-

istrative follow-through that go into it. A `significant amountof,help and
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guidance can be obtained in this area through national safety ofaanizationsi.

the insurance industry; industriaIsafety firms and government organizations.

But once the areas for loss control have been identified and the means for

achieving gains in these areas have been determined, emphasis should shift
.

to implementation and to education and'training of personnel.,..°Except for

acts of nature which cause losses,,most failure to prevent losses can be

;

attributed to human errariorlack of jUdgmene'

Education and training must startiwith the risk management principles

themselves and the ways in which these principles can be applied in loss

- .

control programs: The focal point of sucti training beWs within the manage-
.

ment of the agenCy itself where each ,responsible person recognizes the
4

iimpdrtance of loss control programs and overall responsibility is assigned

-for,their impleentation. Such implementation, of course, takes place at

;, ,a

--the day- -to,day -act ivity-lev-el -d rivers, -maintenance .;ersonnei-,---velunteers

contractors, clients and others. A loss control program will never work

unless the. manager actively participates, it is-disseminated to the personnel

and an understanding of its importance end how i mpst operate issonveyed

to them.

. Safety programs generally encompass anticipation of losses, practice of

levoidance, loss.prevention activities and proper instruction ip what to do-
4-r

in'the event of accidents- Such.things as first aid, proper handling of
-

clients and -vehicles, 4ummoningoi emergency help; notification of the

agency and the keeping of appropriate accident records:are'involvea im

projaer safety progrems.

.
A very specific area in. which loss control can be practiced has to d

with employee selection and.training. .The purpose here is to obtain the

; - 93
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best qualified and best-equipped persons for particular jobs, such as vehicle
_ ,_

drivers. The agency should make every effort to.avoid ndividuols who are

aenated to the mission of the'agency,and persons with moral or morale

hazird tendencies. The agency should select applicants who have the neces
_ __ _

sary motor skills, attitudes
.

and-motivation so that they can be effectively

taught the special passenger assistance Skills required of vehicle drivers...

Those Andividuals who are under severe stress, those who rebel against

_highway rulesi and those who are subject to health problems Which can affect

their driving ability should not be selected. Applicants should subscribe

to the overall agency mission of client service. and safety. tine of the
.

advantages of volunteers is that they identify closely with the agency's

objectives; otherwise, they would 'not havkyolunteered.

In general, an agency which has the managerial desire to reduce acci-
.

deats-, -Which has- a :goo driver selection and training" pedgtarri and" which -has

a_-good maintenanceTrogram will have fewer lqsses than an agency with a

%transportation program without a strong loss control effort:

Loss Reduction. When the rimitatiins of avoidance and loss control

``'have . been reached),--attention should turn to loss reduction activities so

that the cost of actual losses can be minimized. Loss-reduction can be

.ichieved through improving claims handlingtechniques,and through maJcing it

mandatory for drivers_not'to admit liability in the event'o_f an accident or

especially not to engage in arguments or fights following an accident.

(This is not an unusual occurrence.) Proper elieht handling devices such as

f .

safe hydraulc lifts and wheelchait hold-downs in vans, accompanied by
.. ,:-

**

pergonneI who are skilled in their proper use; are good examples of loss

/eduction techniques which do Rpt keep accidents from occurring but which
o

minimize the loss effect of the-accidents.
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-A method of loss reduction available to governmental human service

agencies is the limitation* of liability by legal means. An outgrowth of

governmental immunity is the Board of CIa.ims. The South Carolina"Board of

Claiilit; for instance, is given the author ty to promulgate_ rules and regUla-

1
ItionS for the settlement of claims against the vatious state agencies and

personnel. When a vehicle'from a state-related agency is in an deCident

With a civilian vehicle, the civilian 'party must make a claim for coMpenSa=

tion with the state Bbard of Claims; The Board-of Claims= decision is

final. The Board of Claims therefore is in a position to protect state

agencies from unexpected,` very large losses..

Another example of legal limitation,b&liability is the special protec-

tion afforded echool buses. Other VehicieSiare required to stop when they

meet or overtake a stopped school bus, A vehicle failing to stop automati-

.cally_would_be considered the negligent party in case of an accident; so ;tne
.

.

.liability- ',of the school bus operation is limited. Human service agencies

which qualify as schools day be protected in thit fashion, Other human

'service agencies may consider theipassage of siMilar 1,egislatjon for the

vehicle.

Special legal protection for various classes Ofvehicles
is not limited to school buses. Several communities
require vehicles meeting or overtaking Lce_creamtrucks
to stop beforc_reachingthe vehicle when the vehicle is

displaying Plashing lights. In Detroit; for example,
trucks vending ice cream to children_in_residtntial
areas are required to have flashing lights an a stop

signal arm of a specific color; very similar to_a school

bus_ When children run across the stlitet toward the ice

bream truck; this equipment is to- be activated.. There
may be ample justifiiration for similar protection for

human service vehicles. These special lads can be
either state or local;
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Assumption df Risk

To the extent that risk cannot be avoided or controlled in other ways;

attention should be directed to a second option--risk assumption. A decis ionA

to assume the risk should not be Made in a vacuum bdt ShOuld be weighed

against the eiird alternativetransfer of risk. Ih other words, those

risks which cannot be eliminated may be kept or may be trahSferied to someone

else;

Under, what circumstances mig4t the agency considekeeping (assuming)

these risks? WhYshould an-agency even consider assuming these risks? Why

might it make sense to keep any risk if insurance (for example) is available

AS a means77_of transfer? Obviously; the answer;to_ thes,e_guestions_has.to

with the costs associated with each alternative; AssuMPtiAt makes sense

only when risks can be retained at a lower total cost to the agency than the

total cost of transfers.

. _

In deciding whether or not to ASSUM the risk, two questions must be

answered. First, is assumption of the ti4k eVen'EeaSibler Second, if

_/
feasible, is it better or worse than transferffor example, insurance)?

k

Fortunately, rational decisionrmaking rules are available to-aid ift making
,

both of these decisions.* With respect to the first, assumption of risk is

feasible and should be considered whenever at least one of the following is

true:

1. It is impossible to avoid or transfer the risk;

*Heins and. Williams,
McGraw-Rill; 1976; pp. 190-191;

A
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2.. The expecte-El-4 otal ltisses arising out of the risk are so small

that-they can_be absorbed easily in the current operating budget.

_;,F0iekample, minor vandalism of agency propegY could be assumed.
The key here is that the maximum potential loss he lithited.

Where losses have a high probability of occurring (that is, the .

losses are almost certain to happen to every agency), total4COSta
of transfer_WOhid approach or even exceed the cost of assuming the

o lOSSea Wriehin_the agehcy'itself; A good example here would be
certain vehicle maintenance costs such as tire replacements:or

pPriodic vehicle oveth-a'uls. A:good figure to' remember is that_
64 percent of-tiie insurance premium goes to settling claims and

36 percent goes to overhead and administration;

4. The agency has a large number of homogeneou risks (exposures) so

that a bona fide program Of self=dhaUranCe baSed upon accurate and'

confident predictions of losses and expenges may be practiced at a
lower cost than any transfer alterhatiVeS. For example, if an

agency operates 50 vehicles, it is pirobably cheaper to assume both
comprehensive and collision coverage, than to insure for it;
d

7-- -

Assuming an affirmative one or-more of the foregoing Cri-

teria; the agency may want to consider risk assumption; iisk assumption

options include partial assumption, full retention and'self-insurance.
1 -

Partial. Assuillption; Partial assumption is illustrated best by the

deductible-cony ept used in automobile &o.:liSiOn insurance. In an

endeavor to keep overall premium cost down; the dedUttible has been utilized

to eliminate the small but highly frequent loss-6S of the :'fender bender" or

"bumper" variety; The notion is that it 'is cheaper for the insured to pay'

for the lost; directly than to channel itthrough the insurance comnany where

loss adjUstmetit costs and administrative overhead .44 tamed on to the

actual dollar losses; The deductible bAcomes a partial assumption of risk

and represents a very flexibl option becausei generally speaking, the

higher the deductible the lower the.insurance premium will be for the resid-

e-

ual amount of exposure (potential loss) trahafeiTed. The amount of deduct -e

ible assumed or retained; of course, will be determined partially by the

9



size ofthe-aiency's budget and by its ability to Absorb the amount of

'deductible on each loss within its current operafivs...

An interesting variation on the deductible is that which is known asan

aggregate or catastrophic deductible; This'often can be combined With Lull-

vidual per loss deductibles as weII: For exathple; if an agency agrees to

retain the first $500 of collision loss per vehicl,e; its collision insurance

premium would be reduced substantifIly. _HoweNier, if the_agency_operated a-

.

fleet of vehicles, say 10, -2T-IS possible that all=10 cdUld'he damaged at

one time. If the agency could not cope_With the resultin

deductible, itccogId purchase a catastrophic

'coveragh whenever totaf individual deductible losses

such"as .$1;000 at which time all, additional losses:du ing the policy period

wouId'be covered in full under 'the catastrophic. coverage. This is similar to

5,000 aggregate

eduetible which would provide

eluded a given amount,
- -

the concept used by some major medical policies.

Frill Retention. The term.retention is used when the agency keeps the

.

entire risk. Once again a risk not avoided, or transferred, by definition,

is retained as a responsibilay o.f the agency: It has been said that whettter _

an organization realizesit or n
A

it has a risk management program. This-

means that, as long as risks exist; something will have to be done about

each loss which occurs. If no prepara ion has been made.to avoid or transfer

the risk,. then its financial impact wil fall fully upon. 'the agency. Such

"retained" risks can...be divided into th se_which are retainediactively as

the result of a r- ational decision-making process and those which are retained

passively because the agency did not recognize the risk or take any action

to manage it.
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Under active'retention, a deliberate, conscious acceptince of the risk

involved Has been agrEed to-by the exposed organization. This usually comes,

about only after the risk is evaluated properly and the alternatives are

weighed carefully.. In other words, it is a conscious decision representing

the "best" method of dealing with the risk after viable alternatives have

been eliminated.. For example, if an agenty has a very tight budget and few

asset& to lose in case of a law suit, and if most program beneficiaries are

covered by medical-di_ medicare) Veterans Administratiolibenefits or other

public benefits; the agency may decide to assume all passenger losses.

4Alternately; passive retention often comes aboutjn an insidious manner.

This means that a risk may not have been.identified or anticipated; thus a

'loss from a;Tarticular peril may be unexpected; ecause no advance prepara-

tion has beenmade; the risk is still a retained.riski although not by

choice. In fact) if therisk had been anticipated in advance; some method

other than retention might well have been used.

Self-Insurance: It is important to distinguish between retaining risk

(either actively or passively) and a tr4. self-insurance program. With

.

retained risks; very little'may be known aboutybat to expectin the way of

los=ses; and frequently; little or no preparation has been made in advance

toward meeting the financial losses which may be incurred. Self-insurance,

on the other hand,' implies a sound program of planning for and funding of

future losses in the same way that a commercial insurance company might d
4

4

In effect; this a special case of active retention where a deliberate

choice has been-made to retain losses.

Self-insurance is a situation in which sufficient reserve funds are

maintained to meet the maximum, self-retained' loss; Twoconditionsmust be
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met.: First;. for an agency to sel(f7,k4ure; the maximum selflretained losses

must be predictable. Generiallyi. a fleet of 50 or more vehicles is 'required

This is because a latge number of relatively homogeneous risk items which

are exposed to loss are,6eeded so that expected losses for a particular

period may be determined accurately and confidently through statistical

techniques. Just as an insurance company anticipates its loss ratio; so

.

must the agency having a large '!pool " °of risks anticipate its loss ratio.

Second, an adequate and dependable arrangement must be made..,to fund (pay

for these losses as they are incurred. One simple procedure for doing this

,

is to pay. an amount equal to the rate quoted by the insurance company., into a

self- insurance account. All losses are then paid from this account; Once

an adequate reserve fund is accumulated, payments can be reduced until,they

are just adequate to maintain the reserve fund. The main problem with this

approach is that the agency may have a large loss at the beginning of the

self- insurance program. In this case, funds will have to be borrowed until
.

fhe accumulated reserve is built up. A layer of insurance above.the self-

retained level-usage will protect the agency from extraordinarily large

losses above the predicted amount. Only where these tVo elemonts;.predict-

Ability through a pooling,of-risks and funding for expected losses;,-Pre

present is it proper to call the arrangement self-insurance.

Self-insurance is not true insurance but is a well-Manaied retention
.

program based upon fundamental insurance principals. A fund is maintained

__

for the expressed purpoS'e of paying for the future losses expected due to

45

'-S

the retained risk. The retention program requires that 50 or more exposure

units be included; that funds be accumulated to meet losses and that individual

exposure units be located 1n such a manner to prevent
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loss. If not so distributed, risk should not be retained but should be

transferred by insurance.

special. case of self-insurance is known as ASD (administrative services

only); Such 'plans are developed in_cooperation with insurance companies'

where; in effecti the agency contracts with the insurance company to handle .

all claims investigation and paymemt-of losses incurred and to charge the
.

agency the actual dollar: amount of these claims over the accounting period

plus a small additional charge for the actual services rendered by the

insurance company in the investigition and payment of the losses. This pay-
_

ment is uffually a stall percentage of losses (perhaps ten'percent) which is

extremely attractive because it not only puts a "cap" on the relative- costs
4

of services above claim3; but'it also provides expertise and special services

through the insurance company that the agency normally would not beiable to

provide at a competitive cost.-w, If the agency is large enough or if several

agencies can combine fleets to justify such a program; it may be a very

attractive option A somewhat_ alter agency could use this-approach if it

obtained catastrophic coverage which wouid-p-rovide a "stop loss",arrangement

above which very large losses would be paid under the-C astrophic'insurance

contract.

Transfer

The third and most popular method of dealing with risks is to transfer

to a third party some or all of the risks facing the organization. Transfers

can take many forms.

Deductibles. A partial transfer is said to exist when some of the risk

is retained while the remainder is passed to another person or entity. The

most common example of this is the deductible concept wherein the, party at
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risk keeps a portion of the risk known as a dedutible, and the transferee

accepts all the risks: abOve this; often -up to some -fixed limit; Retention

of basic losses subject to an aggregate "or "stop loss" limit; similar to

that described above, beyond which excess losses are transferred,to a third

party insurer is a common arrangement; Fundamental to the concept is that

the organiza-ion retains that portion of the risk it can handle financially

and transfers that which would' represent a severe financial burden; A

variety of methods can be_used to facilitate the actual transfer of that

portion of-the risk beyond retention.

Contracts and Agreements. When an agency signs an agreement or contract

where the other party (for example, a transportation contractor) agrees to

assume all risk and to.hold the human service agency harmless in case of

accident, the agency has transferred risk., (It should be remembered, however)

that the hold harmless agreement is only as valuable as the contract for

financial ability to.honor it.) Subcontracting for services is an excellent

example of the operation of this procedure, as is the introduction of a

variety ofjithold harmless" agreement contracts wherein the transferee agree

to hold harmless the transferor who normally would have responsibility for

losses arising out of the service for which., the contract is written.

Another noninsurance method of avoiding risk is by the use of the coh-

tractutsl limitation of liability. Contractual limitations of liability have

been held to be valid when the parties are of equal bargaining strength and

when th6contract is based upon sufficient consideration;
0

In considering the validity of disclaimers of liability, the question

of equality of bargaining power is most important) because if a court dter-

mines that the parties were not of equal bargaining power) -,thd Court may
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void the contractual limitation of liability; see for example Fedor v. Maucienu

Colin_c_i14_ Boy Scouts of America? Inc. (1958) 21 Cinn; Sup. 38; 143 Atlantic

2nd 46h and 'Kay v. Cain (1946) 81 App. Dc 24; 154 F2n005. 311-qUeSti-On of

equality of bargaining power is important when cons,4ering the utilizatiOn

-

of contractual limitations liability in human s ervice situations involving;

for example; handicappedjir regarded children. A court woulfbe Very re-

luctant to enforce a contractual limitation of liability against aehandi

capped or retarded person; b0CauSe it could not be said that they had equa:

.bargainIng power with the provider (hot to mention equal capacity to contr460.;

Another method of avoiding liability that may be available to governmental
4

human service agencies is the limitation of IiabilitY that results from the

defenSe-of governmental immunity. Under this defense; the government can be
. .

sued only with its can-Sent to, be sued; However; in recent years., the validity

of the defense of governmental immunity has been seriously questioned by the

courts;'in many states governmental immunity has been voided. Additionally;

most states have consented to -be sued or alternatively have established

boards of claims whereby individuals with claims against the government can

file a claim with a partitulat board.

For example; Tennessee established a "Board of Claims;" 9Tenn Code

Ann. 801 et seq., that provides and imparcs a.. follows:

e=1

Said Board of .Claims is vested with fUll power and authority to

hear and determine all claims against the 'statefor personal

injuries or property damages caused by_negligenceanthe con-.
struction and/or maintenance of state highways,ror_other state

buildings and properties and/or by negligence of state officials

and employees of all departments or diVisions in the operation of

state_owned motor vehicles or other state owned equipinent while in

the line of duty; . 9 Tenn. COde Ann. 812.

In this case, the Board of Claims will conduct an investigation and; if necea=

sary; will conduct a hearing; Its deciSiOn is final and is not appealable
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to any court of law. Governmental human service agencies may be protected

by governmental immunity and the Board-of-Claims may have jurisdiction;

Individuals who are injured must look to the Board of Claims and cannot

bring a separate action in a court of law;

Another transfer method is special legislative protection cokferred on

certain classes of individuals to protect them from liability such as school

bus legislation: most states, other vehicles are required to stu when

they meet to overtake a stopped school buS. A vehicle that fails to stop

and that hurts a_school child it guilty oenegligence per se for violating

the statufte. Additionally, school buses are required to be of atspeciaI

color and marked. In.this way, other drivers are to pay special attention

to the school buses. To an extent, the risk of prOtecting the children is

transfetred from the school but to other drivers. Additionally, in some

localities, the special protection haS been extended to other vehicles such

as jote cream trucks.

Auother technique for transferring risk is to establish a separate

organization to provide the transportation; One device tried by several

.taxi companies was to have each cab-become a separate corporation so that,

in case:of,accident, the specificcab (or corporation) would go out of

business. Unfortunately, this approach does not'meet theumanitarian

obligatiOn of the agency to protect the passenger in case of an accident.

A more acceptable approachfor the human service agency is to establish a

separate organization With few assets and having all of the vehicles titled

in the name of a county=or iunicipality. Because the operating agency would

not have any 'assets, the liability would'be shifted to the county, city or

other vehicle "owner."
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Insurance: Insurance, of course, is the most common and simplest form

of transfer. With insurancei there is a mutually acceptable agreement that,

for a stated premium charge; the insurance company agrees to accept; up to

policy limits, financial responsibility for the types of losses described in

the contract. In effects the insurance company.stands in the_place of the

4genty;OithLrespect to payment on the agency'S behalf of all losses incurred

_

Under the terms of the policy and up to the policy limits. Bodily injury

insurance and property damage liability insurance are the most common forms

of this type of transfer.

In deciding between retention and insurance, the following'principals

apply:. Other things being equal, insurance should not be bought if the

agency can pay thft4osses directly AS they occur because the cat of admix:as-

k,
tration and adjustment expenses can be avoided. _Approximately 36 percent of .

the premium goes for the overhead ekpenSet- :This overhead expense includes_

the cost of services which are performed by the insurance company which

would have to be absorbed by the hUMAd service agency;- including claims

adjustment and legal -defense in case of suit.

Insurance should not be bought if the agency't estimate of expected

losses is significantly less than that assumed by the insurance carrier-in

the establiihment of its premium rates for the particular 'risk. The losses

which the insurance company expect will equal.approkimately 64 percent of

the premium over the long run. This means many agencies will have no losses

while a few agencies will have higher losses.

'Insurance should not be purchased if the agency believes that it can

provide for the: losses as they occur and for the required services in connec-

tion with.these losses at,a total coat lower thAn that chargedfor these
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same.Iosses and sedices by the insurance company, i.e. , if total cost to

the agency is less that' total premiums then insurance should not be pur-

chased. 'Remember,. however, that successful application of this ,criterion is

only as good as the confidence,the agency has in its estimate of losses and

expenses. A substantial amount of additional riFk can exist where actual

losses and expenses deviate substantially from that which theagency may

have predicted. (Remember the concept of variate discussed earlier.)

Pools and Reciprocal Arrangements. Risks can be transferred under '

arrangeMents which aye very similar to commercial or social insurance but

which loperate:,,in a slight1y.differentmapner; Legislation 'has been enacted

in several states which permit the "poolihg" of risks among entities such as

municipalities or special interest groups.- Unfortunately most human service

agencies, will not be able totake advaeige of 'this option;

In 1977 Illinois passed legislation (Religious and
Charitable Risk Pooling Trust Act) allowing nonprofit
organizatiOns, as' defined under'section 501 (c)(3) of .

the Internal Revenue Code, to establish trusts for
pooling of the risks of certain financial losses. The
Illinois Religious and Charitable Risk Pooling Trust was
founded as a result.

The purpose of the trust is twofold:
to provide better coverage

4 to lower coverage costs

'The trust is opined by contributing members who elect .a
board of trustees. To date the risk pool concept hat
been quite successful. Presently there. are over 60
members:in the' trust, which_provides liability and
property coverage. In its first year, the trust saved
beneficiaries an averase.of 21 percent over previous
insurance costs, withsiore complete coverage, and oper-
'ated in the black despite initial start up costs. The
loSs ratio for beneficiaries was a very low 27 percent,
much less than the typical loss ratio of an insurance
company. These facts provide additional evidence that
nonprofft,corporations are better risks than insurance
companies often give them credit for.
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Other Types of Transfer: addition to ihe more traditional types of
_P :

transfers mentioned above,itshould be recognized that risk often is transl

ferred involuntarily as a result of legislation. One of the best examples

is it the, area et social insurance wherein, by statute or court riling,

thete is a shifting of responsibiIities.for payment of medical billS to

social agencies such as' Medicare; medicaid and Veterans Administration

benefits. In the case of governmental immunity; on the other hand, the

responsibility fox a loss is, in a sense, transferred fromrthe governmental

agentylJak to the individuals or entities suft,40(ng the1.oss because of
,-.

their inability to bring suit against the age fo4 damages:under tort

liability. Similarly, no-fault legislation places responsibility for re-
.1

c
,

overies upon
,

the injured's personal insurance (in a follow-the-family

ApprOath) or on the vehicle they are riding in (iru a follbw-the-,vehicle

approach) unless injuries exceed a statutory threshold: Thusiresponsi-

bility for a loss is transferred by legislation.
.

In summary; the typical human'servce agency will prbbablpursue a

combination strategy:

1. "_Develop an effective. referral program to have as many Clients as
possible use existing transportation providers.

Develop an extensive loss preiientionT includingntlnding driver
selection and training procedures, maintenance prbgram, passenger
information systems, safety meetings and accident_reviewloards
and involve.employee; volunteer and contractor drivers.

Retain predictable small risk$ through a small funded self-insur-

ance progcam;

4- Obtain insurance for larger fosses.

5. Take steps to,, evelop legislative protection of human service
vehicles when loading or unloading Pastengers.-

7
'

6.

A =-:-

.Coordinate medicaid; medicare and other public benefits to prevent

dupIicate4paymerits.

,
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7. Seek to have agency-owned vehicle covered by state Board of Claims:

8. Take steps to have humans3rvice passenger coveyid under family
vehicle policies (follow-the-family coverage in no-fault state).

-

Steps 1 through 4 can be done by individual agencies. Steps 5 through

8 wills require cooperative action.

A
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CHAPTER VIII0',

PROCUREMENT OF INSURANCE

Purpose:, One role of the risk manager,is the procurement of
insurance. This cannot be done effectively unless-the
risk manager understands the range of policies avail-
ablef._the basis upon which those policies are'rated;_and
the flow of communications between the insurance broker
and the underwriter. This chapter is desigfted_to pro-_ .

vide_the information which should make the risk manage
an effective procurer of insurance for human service
agencies.

)
Ap stated in Chapter VII; risk is commonly transferred by the procure-

ment of insurance; -KnoWiledge of the types of:insurance available andlhow
4

rates for each type are applied is necessarn order to 'manage the'transfer

of risk through insurance; Insurance rates reflect not only the expected

lossesof an exposure and the cost of administering the insurance mechanism,

but also the degree.of uncertainty that the expodure represents to the

underwriter. If the underwriter .is not given comp4te information about the

exposure, there is a tendency,for the underwriter to classify the exposure

as amore risky'type. To avoid unduly high insurance rates because of

uncertainty, an agency nneds to communicate completely with an insurance

company so that the agency's operation is well understood. The agency

should be armed with the information needed to convince an underwriter that

its p?ogram is a better than average risk. A sample form for providing such

inforMation to an insurance underwriter is given in Appendix C. If an=

agency has additional infaKmation which would indicate that it is an es-

pecially low risk, this.additional information should b4-44tpluded. What

should be avoided is any form of misrepresentation. If a program.is de-

scribed as being well managed and risk-free to get low insurance rates die

first year but has many claims, there.wili be not only higher rates the
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following year, but also a loss of credibility. The underwriter will ha've

little confidence in the applicant and probably will cancel the policy or

will impose a high rate.

0
Three types of insurance to-consider when an organization operatesa

transportation progtam are vehicle insurance, worker's compensation and

liability insurance;

Vehicle Ingwarp

VW,

4 _ .

Automobile Liability Insurance. Aut.omobile liability insurance for

t 0

commercial vehicles provides -c age for liability.arising out of the
.0

ownership, maintenance or use of an automobile. The commercial automobile

liability'policy differs from private automobile liability policies in that

the commercial policy covers only the one specific vehicle driven by individ-

who have specific permission t _drive. .(The'normal private automobile,

policy covers not only the specific vehicle, but also members of the house-

hold who are driving other vehicles.) Vehifle liability insurance for humans

service transportation programs is rated according to a recently developed

classification for social service agencies. A technical advisory explaining

the rating process under the new classification is New Insurance Programs

for Human Service Transportation Providers. This document is available from,

the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services regional offices.

Uninsured motorist insurance is designed
A

to protect the insured from acts of financially irresponsible drivers. A

large percentage of vehiclesdo not have insurance.' This coverage allows

the recovery, up to the policy limit, of the amount of compensation that

would have been received had the negligent driver had adequate insurance or



from a driver 4ho is unknown (hit- and -run). (This coverage 4_Pprimarily for

".__-1

the benefit of the passengers because the vehicle would be covered undet .

qv._ s "

colliSien and the dtiVet would be covered under worker's compensation.) The.

.cost is telatiVely leW, bUt the. possibility'for.its use is :relatively high.
i

Five percent of the claims made for automobile injury compensation are under

uninsured motorist coverage.-

I Personal injury protection is available to

cover the passeftger in no-fault states. In 16 states,- modified no-fault

automobile insurance has been legislated. In a no-fault system, persons

suffering bodily injuries because of an-automobile accident -will -seek recov-

ery from theiT own-insurance companies; The tort Iiibility.system in which

I _

must be estabkished before compensation is-received is! bypasged; In

actuality, states have modified the no-fault concept so that the injured may

pursue tort action in court when damages are above a threshold level;

(Tabl6NIII-1 lists the maximum benefits available under the no -fault per-

Serial injury protection and the threshold revels at which individuals may

resort to tOttgLii,,,) In these states, automobile liability insurance is
.

replaced (to the lextent that ,tori liability,is restricted) by personal

injary,grotection insuance,., %/Lich is first -party coverage for medical

, . win

expenses, wage loss, vocational rehabilitation and replacement of'essential

services. In no- fault states, personal injury protection coverage accounts

for more than 75 percent,of the claims And 34.5 percent of the"dellars paid.

Table VIII-2 shows the distiibution of claims against each type of insurance

coverage for tort states, no-fault stgtes and states that have added personal

*All-Industry Research advisory Council, Automobile Injuries and their

Compensation in the UnitedStates, Chicago: Alliance of American Insurors,

1979, p. 19
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TABLE VIII-1

'PERSONAL INJURY'PROTECTION-BENEFITLEVELS AND THRESHOLD LEVELS OF
NO- FAULT STATES

f

State

Threshold
(tort suit'allowed
when injury exceeds

Maximum No-Fault Benefits this amount)

Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Karilas

Kentucky
Mississippi

Minnesota°
Nevada
New Jersey
New York
North Dakota
Pennsylvania
Utah

-$62,975
5,000
5,000
5,000
153000
15,180
10,000
2,000

Unlimited
30,000
10,000

Unlimited
50,000
15,000

Unlimited
16,180

$ 500
.400

90 day disability
500

Variable annually
500

1,000
500

none
2,000

750
$200 w/o hospital
90 day disability

1,000
750
500

Sou,.e: Vaughn, E.J. and'CJ1. Elliott, Fundamentals of, Risk and Insur-
ance, New York: J. Wiley and Sons, 1978, pp. 454-455.
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TABLE

DISTRIBUTION OF CLAIMS UNDER TYPES OFtOVERAGE FOR TORT,
1.10-FAULT AND ADD-ON STATES

Coverage % of Total Claims % of Total Payments

Bodily Injury

Uninsured Motorist

Medital

Personal Injury Protection
O

Tort States

57.7

7.8

31.3

3.1

No-Fault States

Bodily Injury 20.5

UninSured MotOritt 2.2

Medical 2,0

Persbnal Injury Protection 75.3

Bodily- Injury_

Uninsured Motorist

MediCal

Personal Injury Protection

Add-On States

57.3

7.3

0.9

34.5

49,.2 69.9

3.9, 7.9

11.3 4.1

39.7 18.1

'Source: All-Industry,Research Advisory Couatil, Automobile Injuries t

and their Compensation in the United States, Chicago: Alliance of American

Insurors, 1979, 0. 80.
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injury protection to an existing tort liability system (add-on states);
0

Bodily injury liability insurance still accounts for 57.3 percent ofthe

total payments made for automobile injuries in no-fault states; Add7on

states allow the purchase of personal injury protection even though a no-

fault law has not been passed. In these cases, the personal injuiy protec-

tion is similar to vehicle medical coverage expanded to include wage lbss,

vocational rehabilitation and replacement of essential services.

Co11isionandCamprehensive Coverages. Collision and comprehensive

coverages are designed to repair o5,....replace the,vehicle in cases where it is

damaged and the damages cannot be recovered from another party. Collision

,

coverage pays the cost of restoring or replacing the vehicle (less the

deductible) when the vehicleis damaged by a collision or upset. Comprehen-
.

sive covers noncLllision losses such as firei.theft, flood, hail, vandalism;

falrIng objects and collision with an animal.

The upper limit of this coverage is the market value of the vehicle at

the time of accident; Thus, the total exposure decreases each month that

the vehicle is owned. Various guidelines are used; Some automobile lease .

firms estimate the decrease in'value -of a vehicle to be 2 percent per month.

Another rule of thumb is that a . two year old vehicle depreciates -Striicent

during the first two years and $800 to.$1,000 during the'third Year. If the
q.

mileage is greater than 15,000 miles per year, depreciation may be even

greater.

-Table VIII -3 shows how the cost of collision and comprehensive insur-'

ante coverage varies with both the purchase price of the vehicle and the age

of the vehicle. Unfortunately, rates do not decrease as fatt as the vehicle

1
depreciates. This is because the cost of body work and repair: parts do not
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TABLE VIII-3

COMPREIMNSIVE Al D COLLISION CLASSIFICATIUS
(Sample Rates for Tennessee)

Original
Cost
New
i

Codes
Age

Group

Other Than Collision ° CollisiOn

Specified
Perils

Comprehensive
Deductibles

Full $50 $100 $100
DedUttiblet
$250 $500 $1;000

(020)

Coverage Coiti
(001) (003) (010) (074) (076) (077) (078)

--0- 1 $ 17 $ 25 $ 18 $ 17 $ 40 $ 47 $ 14 $ 21

3000 2;3 15 23 16 15 54 42 30 19

(I) 4,5 13 20 14 13 48 , 38 27 17

6 11 16 11 11 39 31 22 13

1001- i 32 49 34 32 105 94 70 43

4500 2,3 29 44 31 29 95 85 63' 39

(2) 4_5 25 39 27 25 84 73 56 35.

6 21 32 22 21 68 61 45 28

4501 -. 1 44 68 47 44- 149 137 102 64

6000 2,3 40 61 43 40 134 124 91 58

(3) 4,5 35' 54 38 35 119 110 1 51

6 29 44 31 29 97 89 66 42

6001- -1- 59 90 63 59 201 188 139 88

8000 2;3 53 81 57 53 181 169 125 80

(4) 4;5 47 72 50 47 161 150 111 71

6 38 59 41 38 131 122 90 57

8001, _1_ 76 116 81 76 261 248 207 145

I0000 2;3 68 104 73 68 235 223 186 130

(5) 4,5 61 93 65 61 2Q9 199 165 116

6 49 75 53 49 170 161 134 94

10001- 1 106 161 113 106 338 327 273 190

15000 2,3 95 145 101 95 305 294 245 Ill

(6) 4,5 84 129 90 84 271 262 218 152

6 69 105 73 69 220 213 177 123

15001- 1 148 225 158 148 408 397 333 231

20000 2,3 133 203 142 133 367 357 299 208

(7) 4,5 118 180 126 118 326 317 266 185

6 96 146 102 96 265 258 216 150

20001 1 189 289 202 189 457 442 368 258

25000 2,3 170 260 182 170 411 398 332 232

(8) 4,5 152 231 162 152 365 353 295 206

6 123 188 131 123 297 287 240 167

25001- 274 418 292 274 547 534 447 312

40000 2;3 246 376 263 246 492 481 403. 481

19) 4,5 219 334 234 219 438 427 358 250

6 178 271 190 178 356 347 291 203

40001- 1 443 675 473 443 763 141 619 432

65000 20 ,398 607 425 398 687 161 557 389

(9) 4i5 354 540 378 354 611 593 495 346

6 288 439 307 288 496 481 402 281

Over 1 674 1029 720 674 951 925 773 541

65000 2,3 607 926 648 607 856 832 695 487

(9) 4,5 539 823 576 539 761 720 618 433

6 438 669 468 438 518 601 502 352

Coverage Code Multiply the Coverage 020 prem.= by:

Lire Only 011 .35 .

Fire and Theft_Only _ 012 .75

Fire, Theft and Windstorm Only 031 .85

Limited Specified Perils 021 .95

Copyright, Insurance Services Office, 1977.
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change substantially with the age of the vehicle. The decrease'in premium

is, theiefore, primarily a measure of the reduction in risk should the

vehicle be destroyed--that is, it would cost more to'fix the vehicle than-
_

the market value of the vehicle._

Another important component of the rate is the deductible. Most ve-

hicle damage claims are very small. It is the fe0 large claims that make up

the major 4pllar losses. Because most agencies are able to retain a $50 to

$250 loss, a larger deductible is probably beneficial because it costs the

insurance company almost as much to adjust a $50 lot"s as it does a $10,000

loss.

7

Medical coverage is a specialized form of health insurance which pro-

vides medical payments to persons injured during the operation of an auto-
,

mobile. The coverage provides medical, srgical, dental and funeral

expenses for the insured, passeigers within the insured's vehicle and

pedestrians struck by the insured up to. the limits specified in the policy.

It is first-party coverage so that no negligence or liability need be

established in order to collect. Benefits provided by medical payments

coverage are in addition to benefits received from other sources. Other

benefit sources may include the injured's health and accident insurance, an

employer's worker's compensation insurance, medicaid medicare and the

Veterans Administration.

Medical coverage is a common component of private vehicle insurance

coverage. Some insurance companies, however, discourage medical coverage on

commercial vehicles for the following two reasons:. 0

The drivers of most commercial vehicles are employees and are thus

ove-red-under--worker's compensation.
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4 For-tire passenger carrying vehicles should only pay claims where

the carrier is negaigent and these claims should be aid under the

liability coverage.

For these reasons some-insurance companies may be reluctant to write medical

coverage on. human service agencies. This may not bl detrimental since most

_
human service passengers will be covered by tedicaidi medicare, Veterans

Adminisiration or other government benefits for medical expenge.

Because most medical claims are small, higher.limit medical coverage

can be obtained at a very low incremental cost. Un -like liability limits

which are on a per accident basis, medical limits are on an individual

passenger basis. Thus, a $5,000 medical policy on a human service van may

provide $75,000 ($5,000 x 15 passengers) in medical benefits (see Table'

VIII-4 for sample rates).

Worker's Compensation Insurance

All states require that employers carry worker's compensation insur-
_

ance. The employer is made absolutely liable for a worker's injury and is

required to compensate the employee without regard to fault. (Volunteers

may be included in the coverage in some states.)

Worker's compensation establishes a schedule of compensation. benefits

that wiII-be paid in case of a work related accident. Table VIII-5 summa-

rizes the scheduled benefits for specific injuries under all of the states'

worker's compensation laws; In case of disability; worker's compensation

provides a percentage of the employee's wages (typically 66-2/3 percent)

be paid during the pefiod of the disability; In case of death, dependents

will receive a percentage of the deceased employee's wages up to a stated

dollar limit, (The average maximum weekly amount for all 50 states is
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TABLE VIII -4

SAMPLE MEDICAL INSURANCE RATE
(Tennessee)

. Taxicabs
and _

Limousines Van Pools

Limit of Liability

500 1,000 2,000 5,000 1 -500 1,000 2,000 5,000

Terr.
Code Limit Code

1 . 3 6 1 3 4

i00I $153 $179 $204 $231 $39 $46 $51 $73

G02 114 133 152 209 27 32 35 50

003 108 120 137 189 26 31 35 50

.004 112 131 150 206 29 34- 38 54

005 56 65 75 103 14 17 19 27

006 57 67 77 106 16 19 21 30

009 53 62 72 98 13 16 18 25

010 51 60 ' 69 95 14 16 - 18 26

011 59 69 80 109 16 19 21 30

012 59 69 80 109 16 19 21 30

School Buses
and

Church Buses Other Buses

Limit of Liability

Terr. 500 1,000 2,000 5;000 x`500 1;000 2;000

Code

.5,000

' C
Limit Code

1 3 4 6 1 3

001 $21 --$25 --- $29 -$ 34 I $116 $135 $153 $211.

002 16 19 22 26-----7,I11._ 130 147 203

003 - 21 26 30 35 ' 115-'434 152 209

004 18 21 24 29 115 134 152 209

005 12 15 17 20 86 101 114 157

006 13 15 18 21 87 In 114 158

009 11 14 16 19 86 101 114 157

010 11 14 16 19 86 101 114 157

01/ 14 16 19 22 86 101 114 157

012 14 16 19 22 86 101 114 157

Copyright; Insurance Services Office, 1977.
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TABLE VIII-5

SCHEDULED INJURY BENEFITS UNDER WORKER'S COMPENSATION

Injury High of.all states Mean of all states Low of all states

Arm at shoulder

Hand

$87;330

71,355

$29,680

23,800

1,200

-8,736'

Thumb 21,471 8,001 4,200 6

FitSt Finger 12,269 4,827. 1,568

Second Finger 10,734 3,827 1,008

Third Finger 7,668 2,723 850

Fourth Finger 6,135 2,173
,

392

Leg at 87,330 27,884 9,360

Foot 53,250 4 19,173 6,300

ibreat The 10,736 4,019 1,200

Other Toes: 3,681 1,440 = 340

One Eye 58,575 18,225 6,000

Hear in One Ear 22,500 7,110 2,000

Hearing in Botil Ears 61,346 21,372 8,000

Sou-rce: Analysis of Worker's_ Compensation Laws, Washington, D.C.: Chamber of;
Corkerce of the United States, 1978, p. 22.
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$154.20 per week.) Fbi' a detailed analysis of worker's compensation benefits

on tate7by=Stite basis; contact the Chamber of Commerce of the United .1

States w4i.ch annually compiles Analysisoliute_s__Compensation Laws.

'It is important to remember-tha worker's compensation benefits are set

by state law an& are not subject to court interpretationunder tort. Also,

corkers compensation benefits-are usually primary - -that is the driver will

be covered by worker's compensation and not by automobile insurance.

Worker's compensation rates are based on a percentage of the total

payroll. The specific rate depends upon the work classification and the area

of the country. Table VIII-6 gives several ;ample rates. It is important

to make sure that the right clagsificatidns are used. ,

Liability Insurance

General Liability Automobile insurance only covers injuries

caused while entering, riding in, or exiting from the vehicle or injuries to,;

a person hit by the vehitle. Worker's compensation only. covers individuals

who are employees (and, in some states, volunteers) working for the agency.

If a human service beneficiary is, injured outside of the vehicle (such as

when the driver or attendant is providing passenger assistance), coverage

must be under a general liability policy. General liability insurance also

covers any other liability that agency may have to individuals who are
A

injured on agency 'premises. For example, if the agency has a congregate

meal center, it probably already haS a liability policy. If it also pro-

,vides transportation, the general liability insurance would cover employees

(or volunteers) providing curp=to-curb or door-through-,loor pasSenger assis-

tance.
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TABLE 'VIII-6

,;SAMPLE OF WORKER'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE RATES
(Tennes.iee)

Class

omes for Aged employees

amp Operation (nontourist)

partment Employees

arage Employees

sylums
(nonprofessional employees"
(professional employees)

estaurant Employees

hurch/SchooI
(nonprofessional. employees)
.(proTessional employees).

thIetic Team.(aotplayers)

haritabIe Organization Employees

onprofit Homemaker ServiceEmployees

oath Recreational Program

ISO , Rate Per
Class-Code Number $100 Payro131

8829 $2.86

9015: 2.79'

0023 2.79

8385 2.79

9040 2.47
8833 .33

9058
?/----

2.41

9101 1.70
8868 .27

9182 1.46

( 8837 ' Refer to Company

8835 ,--, 1.41

9063 .90

Source.:. National 'Council on ,COmpensation Insurance, New York, New York;
979.
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/-The classification procedure for general liability insurance is based

on the use of the facility. There is not a specific category for human

service transportation so the classification will-1;; based on the human

service agency type (see Table VIII -7 for sample rates). Rates are generally

given on the basis of dollars per square foot of building space, although

some are based on the number of members students) or the number of

activities. In several cases, rates are not given. Agencies must refer the

risk to the company for a rate. The sample rates given in Table VIII-7 are

for a $25,000 policy limit. For higher limits, the-sample rates must be

multiplied by the appropriate extended limits factor (Table VIII-8):

Liability Insurance for Errors and Omissions._ LiabiliFy for errors and

omissions- made by the officers and'dirutors of an organization,is covered

_ _

4y a special type of insurance called errors and omissions insurance. Tfts
1

coverage protects corporate directors from suits because of alleged or

actual errors; misleading statements; acts of omission, neglect or breach of

duty. The policy generally has two parts: The first part protects the

directors individually; the-second part protects the organization itself.

This type of coverage is generally used when the agency officers and direc-

tors have access to substantial funds. Usually there is a $5,000 deductible.

Availability of this type of insurance is very limited.

Special Insurance Cases

Human service agencies frequently use staff members, part-time employees

and volunteers to transport prograth beneficiaries in their own privately-owned

vehicles. The report, New Insurance Programfor *Inman Service Agencies;

Technical Advisory #1, available from the U.S. Department of Health, and

Human Services regional offices provides detailed information on the new
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TABLE

PREMISES/OPERATIONS BODILY INJURY
GENERAL LIABILITY RATES FOR SELECTEDuCLASSIFICATION

(Knoxville, Tennessee and' Duluth, Minnesota)

Rate _

Description ISO Code (TN) $/ft2
($25 K Limit)

(MN) $/ft2

Apartments 65132. $1;30 $2.50

Asylums 0991 sj 1.30 0.37

Auto Repair Shops 75304 N/A 0.80

Office Buildings 65121 2.40 2.80

Churches 86612 s .1;40 3;10

Clubs With Offices Only ' :. 86415 0.13 (per member) 0.17

Convalescent Homes; 46
.7 Not Mental 80924 sj 4.30 1;70

Day Nurseries 82215 2;80 9.40

Government Agencies N/A N/A N/A

Local GovernmentEmployees 93111 4
Refer to Company -for Rate

Local Government, Offices 65121 2.40 2.80

Homes fOr the Aged 80921 sj 1.70. 0;55

Hospitals 80611 sj 2.40 1;30

Mental Institutions 80997 sj 2.40 .68

Colleges 82210 j 0;56 1;90
L-.

Public High Schools 93221 s 0;36 1.60
(per pupil) (per puki.15

Social Gatherings 79111 s 6.30 7:50
per location per day per day

Sports Programs for Youths 79401 Refer to Company for Game Rate

Taxicab Companies 65121 2.40 2;80
i

United Service Organizations 86412 1.50 1;90

YMCA, YWCA 86411 k 2.50 4.10

Youth Recreation Programs 86414 'Refer to Company
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TABLE VIII-8

EXTENDED LIMITS

Limit'Per OttUttehte Factor A Factor B

50 1:18 1.15

100 1.26 1.26

250 1.39 1k319.

500 1.63 1.63

1,000 1.93 1.88

4

Note: f SymbOl occurs after ISO code in Table VIII-7, use Factor A;

otherwise, use Factor B.
_

Source: Insurance_ Services Office, Commercial ifnes Manual, Division Sik="

General Liability, 1979.
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,insurance classifications and how to use them. This report also explains

how contractors con take advantage of the new insurance classifications and

rates;

Rate Plans

Insurance rates can be quoted in many gays. In each case the rate

includes an amount to pay losses and administrative costs, as Well as a risk

factor amount. It;

Guaranteed_Rates. Most individuals and small.agenciesikall purchase

insurance on a guaranteed. rate basis. When this premium is paid, the in-

surance company agrees to pay all losses up to the policy limit, to pay all

legal costs and adminiStrative costs and to accept, all risk of very large

(or small) losses. No further charge (or rebate) will be due the insured.'

Experience Rates. Very large organizations (those that generate over

$50,000 of premium each year) may set-up an experience rating program. Here

',.he rate will be equal to the losSes paid by the insurance coMpany plus an

administrative charge. In most cases there Will he a minimum premium in

case there are no losses and a maximum premium in case there are very large,
losses. FOL. example, if the guaranteed rate is,$200,000 per year, the

experience rate may be 1.2 times annual losses with a minimum premium of

$75)000 and a maximum premium of $325,000. In some cases, the rate is

determined b3, the losses during that year. This is called "retrospective

rating." In this case, the agency would pay the annual premium of $200,000.

At the end of the year, all losses would be totaled. In good years, the

agency would receive a rebate of as much as $125,000. In bad year, the

agency could be expected to make an additional payment of up to $125,000.

In other cases, the losses in the past year determine the premium in the
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current year. This approach is used where the organization would have

difficulty coming up with the additional funds. This is called "prospective

rating."

In cases where the insured is willing to assume the entire risk, the

rate is simply loss'plus an administrative charge with no minimum or maximum.

rate: This is called "administrative only" coverage,

In general, small agencies will purchaserinsurance at the guaranteed

annual rate basis. However, agencies can combine to purchase insurance

coverage collectively, where this is permitted by law. This "bulk buying" is

effective in that enough premium is involved to justify the insurance

company's assigning a safety engineer to work with the-group to set

standards and to make a special study of the agency program. The advantage

of such an approach is that it allOWs the accumulation of enough premium

dollars to justify an immediate study by the insurance safety engineers and

a quick fix adjustment in premium. The disadvantage is the need to Aruc-

tpre an organization to purchase the insurance in bulk, to enforce risk

management program and to prohibit individual groups from independently

soliciting coverage of their own; An excellent example of group buying is

the Oregon Special Services Association.

Obtaining Insurance Coverage

There are several steps to be followed in obtaining insurance for the

human service transportation program;

1: Identify the risks to be insured; For example, X vehicles owned
by agency .(IiabiIity, property damage, comprehensive collisi )i Y
volunteer drivers (liability of the agency, liability of the
volunteer) and 2 employee drivers (worker's cImpensation
age);

2 Locate several (three to six) of the,bette insurance brokers in
the community.
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3. Prepare a ummary_of.the program so that brokers effectively can
sell' the program to the underwriters of the insurance companies.
The more.information provided, the easier it is:for the broker to
sell the program. The more professional that the infotmation is,
the more professional the program will seem to the underwriter.

4. Send copies of the program description and ask for a quotation.
(The insurance_industry_does not like the words "competitive
bid.") Give the local broker adequate time to review the agfncy's
insurance needs and to receive quotations from the various insur-
ance companies.

5. Select the insurance quotation which provides the best combination
of rates and services.

6. Arrange to have_the annual renewal_date_of the_policy correspond
With the agency's budget year_so that the.new insurance premium
for the_coming year _is_known in time for planning the agency's
annual budget. The policy anniversary date and date when renewal
information must be provided may be specified.
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CHAPTER IX

EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK

Pu-ryas e: Even the best risk. management programs must change as the
needs of the'agency change. Thexefore the_risk management
program must contain a feedback system for identifying
changes when Alanges are needed.

A human service agency must establish'a variety of procedures to ensure

that its risk management program is always up-to-date and effective; Any risk

management program must be modified regularly to keep it current with respect

to changing risks and

based upon data which

-.-
heir requirements. Also; decisions made in the gist

w are no longer appropriate must. be reviewed to be

sure that the program adopted is still viable.

Record Keeping

Fundamental to the review and evaluation procedure is feedback. Unless

the agency has ongoing access to useful data concerning the efficiency and

effectiveness of the program; it can have little,confidence that its risk man-

agement program; no matter how carefully considered and evaluated at the time

of adoption; is still appropriate. Record keeping; therefore; becomes an

important lifeline of the plan. Accurate and correct data concerning costs;

losses; insurance premiums, expenses of services, changes it risk exposure and

changes in contractual or other obligations must be readily available to

provide a basis for statistical evaluation of the success or failure of the

plan.

Records should be kept of any bodily injury or property damage losses

arising out of the operation of the transportation -s-erce'with respect to the

general public and-employees. A system of accurate and oimplified accident',
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reports should be implemented. This system should reveal the details con-

cerning the time, place and circumstances surrounding the loss as well as the

specific type and amount of injury or damage incurredandtcare provided.

Further general records should be kept concerning incurred losses, paid' losses

and contested or pending losses Allowance should be made for losses which;

because of delays in reporting; may have been7inturred but,have not yet been

reported.

Detailed insurance premiums and other cost histories should be kept as:a

means of evaluating the cost of transfer of risk. Wherever risk is retained,

accurate records should be kept of the amounts retained, the losses incurred

and paid under such retention plans and the costs associated with such reten-

tion. Whenever advance preparation is made for loss payments through reserve

funds, savings balances or investments, accurate records should be-kept of

deposits, disbursements and earnings on these funds as well as of any addi-

tional costs associated with adthinistration and investment.

Data should be kept to compare the costs of the operation of the risk

management plan relative to the overall financial costs of the agency's opera-

tion; An important element in such cost, analysis would be the salary and

fringe benefit costs of employees' time devoted to the operation of the risk

management progrim; Even though losses may be kept within acceptable'ranges*

administrative costs of a risk management plan-mcght becothe prohibitive;

Careful records should be kept of any expenditures for safety pro
A;04

safety education and loss prevention activities. These costs must be weighed
.

carefully against anticipated and actual results in terms of =loss savings.

- .

The ultimate justification of any lost control program has to be proof that

the reduction in loss costs exceeds the cost of the loss control program.
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Periodic Testing of the Market

I A good decision based Upon a set of variable factors' quickly can become,a

bad decision if those variables change; Because of the competitiveness and

volatility of the insurance industry; close attention should be paid in operat-

ing any risk management-Trogram to any changes affecting the cost)of insurance

in the marketplace; Insuranceprices vary from time to time because of such

factors as loss experience; earnings oa investments, changes in expeusesi

;competition and legislation; Insurance availability also varies due to the

insurance companies' need to maintain reserves; The insurance codes of most
0

states require that insurance companies maintain a reserve of assets in

recognition of their obligation to policyholders for future claims. The

insurance companies therefore are limited in the short term to.writing no more

insurance than their reserve funds will 'allow: Relative-,=to alternatives such

At retention or self-insurance; changes,in the market price.and availability

of commercial insurance coverage may very well tip the balance for or against

commercial insurance in the ,retention versus insurance decision process.

The best way to test the insurance market as to price competitiveness and

attractiveness with respect to the agency's need for this kind of transfer is

to periodically "rebid" insurance needs. This applies not only to programs

that are self-insured (where consideration is being given to commercial insur-

ance) but also to risks which presently are insured through a commercial

contract (where price increases may make initial decision subject to further

evaluation and question). This reconsideration, of course, cannot be done in

a vacuum but has to be done with regard to the baiic decisions involved in the

entire risk management program. From one time period to another, a risk which

initially was best to insure might now be a risk which is better to retain
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because of irtervening insurance cost changes or vice versa. This same

rationale must be applied to every aspect of the -risk management program. For

example, a safety prograM which may have resulted in substantial savings in

its initial years may no longer be returning "dividends" but instead may be

incurring operational costs in,excess of its actual loss cost savings; If so,

it would be time for a change.

Finally, a system of regular monitoring must be established to recognize

changes in risk exposures (the purchase of a new vehicle, for example).

Changes in lawi, activities, personnel, services, governmental responsibil-

ities and managerial decision making all could result in new or changing risk.

exposures, and each might have significant impacts upon the appropriateness of

an existing risk management program. Theentire area of risk management is

volatile, so a risk management program must be responsiVe to this volatility

to ensure that the program is always "ahead" in its anticipation of and

provision for potential risks so that, at the time of any loss, resources

available through the plan will match those required.



APPENDIX A

THE SAFETY MEETING

The purpose of a safety meeting is to reduce the company's accident,

insurance and operating costs and to improve the personal safety of employees.

It should give all attendees the desire and knowledge to increase efficiency,

and to reduce accidents and injuries.

The meetings should be scheduled regularly and should be attended by

_f _

management and drivers. The intention is to form a bond of understanding

concerning accident prevention between management and employees;

Like any meeting, the safety meeting involves four factors: time,

place, audience; and subject matter;

Time

Time for the meeting is best in the morning when the drivers are fresh

or at least sometime during the working day. Meetings at-the end of the

day, when drivers are thinking about going home, are,less effective. Meetings

held in overtime periods may be resented by drivers if they are not tOmpentated

for their time, or they may be too costly fOr the agency if the drivers are

compensated.

Place

-rifeplate of the meeting.should be in a suitable meetin room with

audiovisual equipment and blatkboard;.

Audience

The audience for the meeting will; consist of the driverS and the managers

or administrators of the agency; Assembling all of the driVerS in one place

at one time may be difficult as the drivers' schedules and dispatching may
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be spread throughout the entire day. Multiple meetings may be held to

include all drivers.

Subject Matter

The subject matter of the meeting should focus on accident prevention

and loss reduction. The safety meeting message may be part of a more broad

staff meeting agenda. One way to present the safety message is to center

the message around a drivef training or safety movie. The meeting leader

can, assemble the drivert, briefly describe the film to be shown, show the

film and then discuss the main points of-the film as they relate to specific

agency problems or situations. Films can be obtained from the National

Safety Council, 444 N. Michigan Avenue, pijago, Illinois 60611.

The National Safety Council also has three; books containing short talks

with a practical vein about what.drivers should be told about good driving.

These books are good for talking to drivers in a person-to-person encounter

or a group meeting. Safety magazines, bulletinsiand posters.can supplement
0

the meeting.
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1. Name of Employee,

Department

APPENDIX 13

ACCIDENT REVIEW rORM
d

3. Date of Accident:

4; Time

5; =Vehicle Identification Number

6; Loci-6 n Of Accident

Name(s) of other'party(ies) involved

Type of Accident: Struck vehicle ahead,

Stkiiek by vehicle behind Backing

Side swipe Animal Pedestrian

With fixed object Runof the road

BiCYCle Head on_ Passenger

9. Vehicle Damage: -Explain.

a. Minor

b. ,Major

c. MOderate

d. Total

10. Were there any inju?ieq or de-Atha'?

Describe injuries.

11. )Did police invesgate the collision? yes tno

_12,_ Did employee violate a traffic regulation?

Did other driver violate a traffic regulation?

13. Was employee given a citation by the police? yes no

Was the other driver given a citation? yes no
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14. What did the employee do (or' fail to do) that caused him to be ilivolved

in this collision?

15. Did employee claim that any malfunctioning or defective vehicle compon-

ent(s) caused the accident? EXplain.

16. Explain what the following conditions were like at the time of the accident.

Traffic
-

Weather

Light e". Road

Loading Area Passenger Securement

17. What was the condition of the driver? Explain-

Apparently normal

Fatigued _

Sick

Intoxicated

Other

18. Was the collision preventable? yes no

19. If preventable, what corrective action doiyou recommend to prevent a

future occurrence of vile same type of collision?

20. Is disciplinary action recommended?

21. Name(s) of passenger(s)
.

Address

22. Passenger comments about the_accideatii____
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3. How was the passenger injured?

i. What was the extent. of passenger injurieS?
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Name,of Agency:

Address: 4

APPENDIX C

REQUEST FOR INSURANCE QUOTE

o

State: Zip:

Name of Insured:

Contact Person:

r

Phone No.:
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INSURANCE, QUOTES DESIRED.

Type

A mobile Coverage

Liability - Bodily Injury
Property Damage

Comprehensive

Collision

Medical

Uninsured Motorist Coverage

Personal Injury Protection

Other

Worker's Compensation Coverage

General Liability

\\10;Cut off date for submitting insurance quotes

Deductible Desired omits Desired

r
erson to contact if insurance :company has questions concerning request.

Name:

Phone No . :
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AGENCY PROFILE

What is the primary purpose of the agency?

In which counties or districts does the agency provide transportation service?

What is the agency's annual bddget?

What are the program funding sources?

tft

What is the agency's annual transportation budget?

141
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NAIIE

DRIVER PROFILE

PART-TIM NO, OF NO. OF _ NO. OF_

__ TYPE OF LICENSE _ OR _ YEARS WITH DISCIPLINARY PASSENGER PASSENGER

ACE LICENSE NEER FULL-TINE AGENCY ACTIONS CONPLAINTS COHPL1HENTS

DRIVER'S TRAINING*

OF F 'P II B N

DAA_PARTh
II II R T'S 0 E

S

r

--......--...,--,......

.....m.. ....... ..... .. .m......

4

...,,...................m.......

I

I

/V-

..n.mon

\ -

o

.

...r.r...r...............
.

r

--....,-,----.........-.....-..........

_IMT Defensive. Driving Training

'A1' Ptimity_Firit Aid.Training

FA II - Advanced First Aid

CPR Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation

4 YeN

NA Not Applicable for Type of Service

Provided by Agency

PAT Passenger Assistance_Training

ARS.- Human Relations Skilli

BIOS Basic Transportation Operational Skills

NHE - Nonmedical Emergency Training

OSS - Over SS Special Training
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VOLUNTEER PROFILE

AVERAGE HOURS

TYPE_OF LICENSE LENGTU_OF PER NONTN DRIVING

Na ACE LICENSE NUMBER' SERVICE AGENCY VEHICLE

- DRIVER'S TRAINING _

DFFCPIIIINO
AVERAGE HOURS 0 AAP'ARTH5

PER MONTH DRIVING T I II R T S 0 E 5

PERSONAL VEHICLE

DDT Defensive Driving Training

_FA_I - Primary Fiat Aid r31ii

FA 11 Advanced First Aid

CPR Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
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HRS - Human Relations Skills

RTOS Haste Transportation Operational Skills
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VEHICLE PROFILE

PASSENGER.

SEATING TOTAL WHEEL-

CADCITY MILEAGE CHAIR 2WAY

YEAR HAKE MODEL (EXC. DRIVER) ON VEHICLE LIFT RADIO

EQUIPMENT

FIRE

EXTINGUISHER

ACCIDENT

1/1116 SEATDiLTS
PACMGE

rr.r.r.rm.....

V .

.. _

l

.
.

-..-.....:r..r........r.-.,r,..,...
i 0

.

.--

,

,
. 1

r
.

,

. .

'

...a-.......-r

I r 5.

i
.

....m.m.................
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PASSENGER PROFILE

Number of indiViduals who use service

Number of annual one way trips

Percentage of riders whO are eld'grrly

Percentage of riders who are handicapped

'Percentage of riders who use, wheelchairi

Percentage of school age riders

Percentage of riders who are preschool children

Percentage of riders who are unemployed

Percentage of riders who are covered by:

Medicaid

Medicare

Veterans Administration Benefits

6ther Government Benefits

What types of records are kept on program beneficiariet?
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SAFETY PROGRAM PROFILE

MAINTENANCE

Describe the agency's preventive maintenance procedures.

Are daily maintenance checks performed?

Are records kept of maintenance? Describe these records.

Where are vehicles maintained?

Describe the agency's equipm&ft/vehicIe replacement'Schedule?

DRIVERS

Describe the agency's driver selection procedure and the criteria for select-

ing drivers.

How many drivers are hired each year?

Describe the agency's driver briefing procedure. How are drivers oriented in-

to, their jobs?
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Describe any special driver training that the agency's drivers receive;

Check the types of training which agency drivers receive.,

General driver orientation Cardiopulmonary resuscitation

Defensive driving course Passenger assistance training

-Primary first aid Human relations skills

Advanced first aid Nonmedical emergency training

School bus driver training program

Descrit, emergency medical training and instruction given drivers on when to

render first aid.

What records are kept on the agency's rivers?

Name and address of physician who gives physical examination.

How are the drivers dispatched or scheduled?

about the special needs of specific clients?

Are drivers given information

What kind of system does the agency have for obtaihing backup drivers when

regular emploeirs are not available?
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SUPERVISION

Who is responsible for safety .and risk management in the organization?

Name:

Address:

City: State: Zip Code:

Describe this person's duties in this area.

Describe the agency's aecident review procedures and actions which might be

taken as a result of an accident review.

Describe the agency's safety meetings or other methods by which safety is kept

in ttie minds of drivers (literature; posters; awards; etc.).
.

What control is exercised over transportation-related services that are per-

formed by-contractors?

Submit copy of agency's contingency procedures.

148 * UA. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1903-361-42813211 .
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NOTICE
This document is disseminated under the s_ponsdrohip of .

Department of Transportation in the interest of information
exchange. The United States Government assumes no liability
for its contents or use theredf;

This document is being distributed through the U.S. Department
of Transportation's Technology Sharing Program.
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